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Foreword

Since 2018, Belarus Security Blog has been organizing events dedicated 
to the problems of hybrid warfare and Russian influence in Eastern Europe. 
We try to involve researchers from Belarus and other post- Soviet countries, 
who focus on Russian politics in the region, to participate. For two years in 
a row, these events were held in the format of international round tables. 
But 2020 has made its adjustments.

First, the pandemic of the Chinese coronavirus closed the borders 
and the arrival of foreign experts to Belarus became impossible due to 
quarantine measures. Then, the internal political crisis in our country 
added to this lockdown.

But this crisis brought back to Belarus big politics as a process of 
struggle for power and influence between various actors, both internal 
and external. Due to objective circumstances, one of the leading external 
political centres interested in internal political processes in our country 
is Russia.

Russian influence in the post- Soviet space is due to a number of 
objective factors. Not all of them are the result of the Kremlin’s purposeful, 
offensive policy. On the example of Belarus, we see that the ruling regimes 
themselves often create conditions for the preservation and increase of 
Russia’s influence, uncritically perceiving the possible consequences of this.

As an independent state, Belarus is undoubtedly interested in the fact 
that foreign interests and activities within the country do not contradict the 
Belarusian interests. Belarus is also interested in limiting the opportunity 
for external actors to influence the internal agenda through direct and 
indirect instruments. This is a necessary element of maintaining national 
sovereignty, the ability to develop and implement policies in the interests of 
Belarusians, not the external players. This requires a clear understanding 
of the nature and infrastructure of foreign influence.

This magazine is part of the process taking place in the expert and 
analytical community of Belarus to study foreign and domestic policy, 
relations of our country with the centres of power in Eastern Europe. 
At the same time, it touches upon the issues of the internal state of the 
Belarusian society, the humanitarian sphere and the ruling elite of Belarus. 
These topics are mostly on the periphery of attention.
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materials collected in this magazine will have research and practical value 
for the readers.

Andrei Paratnikau, 
head of the analytical project Belarus Security Blog
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Russian Hybrid Influence: Ukrainian 
Lessons for Belarus

Today Ukraine has the most significant experience in countering 
Russia’s hybrid influence. The prospect of sharing it to neighbouring states 
and their ability to use Ukrainian developments is an important component 
of Ukraine’s foreign policy subjectivity.

The political crisis of 2020 in Belarus has generated keen interest 
in Ukraine. There are many reasons for this – the neighbourhood of our 
countries, the traditionally positive relations between Ukrainians and 
Belarusians, and memories of the Maidan and the Revolution of Dignity. 
Subjective perception often prevents not only ordinary citizens, but also 
experts from soberly assessing what is happening in Belarus. One can 
recall an anecdote recommending not to confuse tourism with emigration.

Ukraine and Belarus suffer from the lack of information about each 
other. It is time to recall the fairy tale «The Snow Queen» and the ice in Kai’s 
eye, which interfered with the perception of reality. Often, information 
messages about our countries pass through Russia, which in the current 
situation leads to a distorted perception of what is happening. The ability 
to speak to each other without an interpreter (lexically quite possible) is an 
important competitive advantage of bilateral relations. However, today this 
also requires political will. Until recently, Aliaksandr Lukashenka in official 
relations between Kyiv and Minsk positioned himself as a «senior comrade» 
with considerable political experience, which largely corresponded to the 
sentiments in Ukrainian society 1.

Stereotypes in the perception of each other objectively harm the 
mutual understanding of the citizens of Ukraine and Belarus. But it should 
be noted that the mutual understanding of our peoples has many reasons. 
One of them is the absence of an imperial component in the political 
paradigm of both countries, common problems and geographic location. 
Meanwhile, the development of cooperation between Ukraine and Belarus 
is not only of bilateral importance, but also an important component of 
strengthening security and stability in Europe.

1 Лукашенко в Украине – самый популярный зарубежный лидер, 2019,
https://belsat.eu/ru/programs/lukashenko-v-ukraine- samyj-populyarnyj- zarubezhnyj-lider/
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the Rzeczpospolita. The consistent oppression of the Ukrainian and 
Belarusian languages   by tsarism (the Emsky decree and the Valuevsky 
circular are quite consistent with the fact that in the Belarusian lands 
at the beginning of the 20th century there was not a single school 
teaching in Belarusian). The February Revolution and the October 
Revolution in Petrograd gave timid hope for the creation of independent 
states, but the struggle of Belarusian People’s Republic and Ukraine 
for independence failed. It is interesting that the Belarusian People’s 
Republic, during its existence, constantly sought financial and other 
assistance from its Ukrainian neighbours 1. World War II dealt a powerful 
blow to both Belarusian and Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republics, but 
politically allowed them to be among the founding countries of the 
United Nations.

To understand the specifics of today’s relations between Ukraine 
and Belarus, it is advisable to return to July 1994, when the second round 
of presidential elections took place in both countries, which were going 
through a difficult period after the declaration of independence. The 
winners were Leonid Kuchma and Aliaksandr Lukashenka, both running 
from the opposition. However, the choice of their paradigm laid the 
foundations for the divergence of the paths of Ukraine and Belarus, and 
became a kind of bifurcation point in bilateral relations.

Kuchma staked on building an oligarchic economy and achieved local 
success for himself, having spent two presidential terms. During this time, 
Ukraine not only underwent large- scale privatization, which gave rise to 
influential financial and industrial groups, but also began to form a middle 
class with national democratic views. It is no coincidence that the 2004 
Orange Revolution is called «a millionaire versus billionaire campaign». 
If there is an exaggeration in this case, then it is insignificant: the middle 
class was the basis of life support for the protests during the revolutionary 
events in Ukraine in 2004 and 2013-2014. Looking ahead, I will note that 
the volunteer movement in Ukraine got its foundations precisely on the 
revolutionary maidans.

Let me emphasize one more important point: if in 1995 at the 
referendum in Belarus there was a return to a somewhat updated 
symbolism of the BSSR, and the Russian language received the status 
of the state language on a par with Belarusian, then the Constitution of 
Ukraine, adopted on June 28, 1996, defines Ukrainian as the only state 
language. Despite attempts to neutralize this status during the presidency 
of Viktor Yanukovych, the Ukrainian language became a powerful driver 
of the formation of the Ukrainian political nation.

1 Андрей Чернякевич. БНР. Триумф побежденных, 2018, https://clck.ru/RbRzi
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the Grand Treaty with Russia in 1997, by which both states recognized the 
inviolability of each other’s borders, the Charter of Strategic Partnership 
with NATO, and to take part in the creation of GUAM, an association of post- 
Soviet states without the participation of Russia. In the second half of the 
90s Belarus became a participant in the formation of the so-called «Union 
State of Russia and Belarus». Lukashenka’s ambitions suggested this vector 
to him, and the obvious political inactivity of Boris Yeltsin indicated that 
this direction was the only correct one. But Vladimir Putin’s unexpected 
appearance on the Russian political Olympus broke Lukashenka’s plans.

One more point should be noted here. If after the proclamation of 
independence Ukraine was balancing between Russia and the West, making 
the final choice in favour of European and Euro- Atlantic integration only 
in 2014, then after the election of Lukashenka, Belarus found itself in 
the wake of Russian foreign policy. At the same time, it would be wrong 
to believe that official Minsk was focused on its integration into Russia, 
rather, it was about maximizing the benefits of cooperation.

In 2004, the Orange Revolution took place in Ukraine, while in Belarus 
Lukashenka held a referendum (not recognized by the OSCE), which allowed 
him to take part in the next presidential election in his career. The coming 
to power of Viktor Yushchenko can hardly be called a pleasant surprise 
for Lukashenka, since the change of power in Kyiv has worsened bilateral 
relations. In April 2005, the presidents of the United States and Ukraine, 
George W. Bush and Viktor Yushchenko, signed a declaration calling for 
strengthening democracy in Iraq, Belarus and Cuba 1. It is obvious that 
such a non-diplomatic attack complicated contacts between Belarus and 
Ukraine. However, in 2009 Lukashenka visited Ukraine, where he met 
with Yushchenko.

I would like to note that during the presidency of Yushchenko in 
Ukraine, representatives of Russia, using soft power technologies, have 
become more active. It was after the Orange Revolution, the consequences 
of which frightened the Kremlin, but became local to Ukraine, that 
numerous non-governmental organizations began to be created in the 
eastern and southern regions of Ukraine, the purpose of which was 
to undermine the foundations of the Ukrainian state from the inside. 
Unfortunately, the moment for cooperation between Kiev and Minsk in 
the energy sector was missed. The establishment by Gazprom of control 
over Beltransgaz should be logically linked to the attempt of the Russian 
energy monopoly (quite successful) to impose its own rules on Ukraine.

It is curious that the presidency of Yanukovych can be called a period 
of cooling of relations between Ukraine and Belarus. Minsk was seriously 

1 Татьяна Силина. Второе начало, 2005, https://zn.ua/politcs_archive/vtoroe_nachalo.html
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to memorial events dedicated to the 25th anniversary of the Chernobyl 
accident. But in the summer of 2013, when Yanukovych was in de facto 
diplomatic isolation due to the political persecution of Yulia Tymoshenko, 
Lukashenka visited Kiev.

Although Lukashenka called the Revolution of Dignity in Ukraine 
a «coup d’état», he attended the inauguration of Petro Poroshenko in June 
2014, demonstrating that he recognizes the choice of the Ukrainian people. 
Belarus has not officially recognized Crimea as a territory of Russia, but 
at the diplomatic level it systematically supports the Russian Federation 
during voting in international organizations. Several other post- Soviet 
states are pursuing a similar tactic.

I would like to note that the official Minsk studied the events of the 
Revolution of Dignity in the context of countering mass protests, and 
sheltered the former Ambassador of Ukraine to Belarus Mikhail Yezhel. 
Lukashenka regime also drew its specific conclusions from the hybrid 
actions of Russia towards Ukraine, trying to benefit from them. At that time, 
Belarus actively developed military- technical cooperation with Ukraine, 
and the supply of fuel in 2014 was critically important for restoring the 
combat effectiveness of the Armed Forces of Ukraine.

Cooperation with Ukraine did not prevent the Belarusian army from 
holding regular «Zapad-2017» exercises with Russian counterparts, which 
caused tension in the NATO member states adjacent to Belarus. The hybrid 
conflict in Ukraine has noticeably affected the information picture of 
Belarus. The first factor is the participation of citizens of the Republic of 
Belarus in hostilities on the side of the Ukrainian army and separatists from 
the self-proclaimed republics. Then the official Minsk declared its readiness 
to persecute both of them for mercenary activities. The second factor – for 
purely domestic consumption – the periodic appearance of messages about 
«Ukrainian extremists» or weapons seized on the Ukrainian- Belarusian 
border in the Belarusian media. As a rule, they were timed to coincide 
with the election campaigns in Belarus.

The creation of a negotiating platform for the Trilateral Contact Group 
in Minsk allowed Lukashenka to obtain several advantages at once:
• Belarus tried to use its status of «Eastern European Switzerland», while 

not separating too much from Russia.
• The ruler of Belarus got an opportunity for informal communication 

with the leaders of Germany and France.
• Lukashenka enjoyed the trust of both Putin and Poroshenko.

Looking ahead, I will note that Lukashenka has repeatedly spoken 
about his readiness to mediate in the conflict in Donbass, without directly 
calling Russia a party to the conflict. In September 2019, he announced his 
readiness to bring Belarusian peacekeepers to Donbass, thus reacting to 
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of President of Ukraine Volodymyr Zelensky 1. However, the proposal did 
not find support from official Kyiv, largely due to the deep ties between 
the military organizations of Russia and Belarus.

I believe that the increase in the «leash length» linking Lukashenka 
with the Kremlin did not please the Russian leadership. Therefore, in 
August 2017, in the Belarusian city of Homiel, Russian special services 
abducted a Ukrainian citizen Pavlo Gryb. This event had a significant 
impact on relations between Ukraine and Belarus, since Russia did a blow 
to Lukashenka’s reputation as completely controlling the situation in his 
country. In Russia, Gryb was accused of preparing a terrorist act at a school 
in the North Caucasus; he returned to Ukraine as part of an exchange of 
detainees in September 2019. In October of the same year (on the eve of 
the meeting between Zelensky and Lukashenka), the participant of the 
spy scandal Pavel Sharoyko returned to Ukraine. He was exchanged for 
a citizen of Belarus Yury Palityka, who was detained for espionage in the 
interests of the Russian Federation by Ukrainian special services.

Although in the spring of 2019 Lukashenka assumed that Petro 
Poroshenko would win the presidential campaign, this did not prevent 
him from holding a meeting with Volodymyr Zelensky in Zhytomyr in 
October 2019. At that time the Forum of Regions was held there. Belarus 
also communicates with representatives of Russia in a similar format. 
Lukashenka’s impressions of Zelensky can be called quite interesting 2.

The 2020 presidential campaign has become a serious test for 
Lukashenka. Two main factors to look out for are the COVID-19 pandemic 
that has affected Belarus (although no quarantine restrictions have been 
announced in the country) and the status of competitors in the presidential 
race. All of them – Sviatlana Tsikhanouskaya (who was registered as the 
candidate), Viktar Babaryka and Valer Tsapkala – look like «candidates 
out of nowhere» who have not previously taken part in political activity 
against Lukashenka.

It is necessary to pay attention to the change of Lukashenka’s position 
with regard to the Russian mercenaries detained in Belarus, in respect 
of whom the operation was carried out by the Ukrainian and American 
special services. This episode objectively was beneficial for Lukashenka 
during the presidential campaign, allowing him to play a game with the 
West. Therefore, in early August, the heads of Ukraine and Belarus had 

1 Донбасс должен вернуться в Украину: Лукашенко готов ввести миротворцев, 2019, 
https://politics.segodnya.ua/politics/donbass- dolzhen-vernutsya-v-ukrainu- lukashenko-gotov- 
vvesti-mirotvorcev-1336590.html
2 Лукашенко о Зеленском: Володя – хороший, 2020,  
https://www.pravda.com.ua/rus/news/2020/08/6/7262063/
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extraditing mercenaries who fought in the Donbass to Ukraine 1. Then, 
after August 9, all of them were returned to Russia without preconditions. 
It is obvious that the extradition of even one «Wagnerian» would lead to 
tectonic changes in Russian- Belarusian relations. There is hardly any doubt 
that Lukashenka is not ready for such development of events.

Amid the mass protests of 2020 in Belarus, Lukashenka preferred to 
move towards Russia. He willingly relayed the thesis of Russian Foreign 
Minister Sergei Lavrov about 200 Ukrainian extremists who «are preparing 
something in Belarus» 2.

The statement of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine on the political 
situation in Belarus was adopted only on September 15, 2020. In the 
document, the presidential elections held on August 9, 2020 are called «not 
free and not fair». According to Ukrainian parliamentarians, the officially 
announced election results do not reflect the real will of the citizens of 
Belarus. There was also a call to ensure a dialogue between the authorities 
and society in Belarus, in particular, by holding new elections with the 
participation of international observers. 228 out of the required 226 people’s 
deputies voted for the corresponding resolution, which largely indicates the 
absence of both a unified position of the Verkhovna Rada and the Office 
of the President of Ukraine. Personally, Volodymyr Zelensky preferred to 
limit himself to general phrases and to cancel his visit to Hrodna, where in 
October 2020 the Forum of Regions was to be held with his participation. 
The noticeable passivity of the head of Ukraine is connected, first of all, with 
the hopes for success in the talks of the Trilateral Contact Group in Minsk, 
which is conducting a dialogue on the settlement of the conflict in Donbass.

On September 14, 2020, Lukashenka held negotiations with Vladimir 
Putin in Sochi, having received a loan of $ 1.5 billion to refinance previous 
borrowings. The meeting between Lukashenka and Putin was preceded 
by a demonstrative inspection of the car of the Ukrainian Ambassador 
to Belarus Igor Kizim, who was returning to Minsk after consultations in 
Kyiv, by the Belarusian border guards. It is doubtful that the illustrative 
violation of the Vienna Convention on the Law of International Relations 
was not sanctioned by the top authorities of Belarus. Therefore, it is 
hardly surprising that after Lukashenka’s «inauguration» on September 
23, 2020, the political leadership of Ukraine decided not to officially call 
him «president» and expressed its readiness to join the EU sanctions 
against Belarus.

1 Состоялся телефонный разговор Лукашенко с Зеленским, 2020, https://www.belta.by/
president/view/sostojalsja- telefonnyj-razgovor- lukashenko-s-zelenskim-401490-2020/
2 Лавров заявил о 200 натренированных на Украине экстремистах в Белоруссии, 2020, 
https://www.rbc.ru/rbcfreenews/5f4f779b9a7947e825a8f07e
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They have been used for such a long period of time that the next leader 
of Belarus, willy- nilly, will be guided by them:

 • Emphasized good-neighbourly and friendly public attitude towards 
Ukraine, demonstrated at every opportunity 1.

 • Building working relationships with any leader of Ukraine, regardless 
of his political preferences.

 • Negative attitude towards the revolutionary events in Ukraine, which is 
broadcast with the help of the Belarusian mass media inside the country.

 • Striving to comply with the formal norms of international law in relation 
to the states of the post- Soviet space.

 • Conciliatory rhetoric about the conflict between Russia and Ukraine, 
willingness to mediate in the settlement of the conflict in Donbass.
This «Lukashenka’s doctrine» looks today as one of the cornerstones of 

Belarus’ foreign policy, especially considering the growth of trade between 
the two countries. (Ukraine is one of the leading trade partners of Belarus, 
and the trade balance of the latter is significantly higher). Relations with 
Ukraine, in fact, like with any other state, are personal political capital 
for Lukashenka.

What lessons can the Belarusian society learn from the hybrid war of 
Russia against Ukraine, which has been going on since 2014? The question 
does not look rhetorical, since Russia’s imperial claims are quite obvious, 
and the security system in Central and Eastern Europe remains an object 
of increased attention from world players.

It is possible to predict the following actions of Russia towards Belarus:
 • Strengthening the positions of Russian specialists in the state media 
of Belarus, strengthening the activity of Russian newspapers and TV 
channels in Belarus, including the readiness to criticize representatives 
of the opposition.

 • Formation of a common socio- political discourse with Russia, activation 
of public opinion leaders in this direction.

 • Imposing a scenario to deepen relations between Russia and Belarus, 
possibly taking into account the changes in Belarusian society that 
occurred during the political crisis.

 • Implementation of hidden instruments of public opinion polling to 
determine the weak points of the Belarusian society, which can be 
most effectively influenced.

 • Discrediting both European values   and the very possibility of 
rapprochement between Belarus and the European Union.
Before talking about Ukraine’s lessons for Belarus, I would like to 

1 Лукашенко: «В Украину поедем не на танках, а на тракторах", 2016, https://politics.
segodnya.ua/politics/lukashenko-v-ukrainu- poedim-ne-na-tankah-a-na-traktorah-758503.html
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are a reflection of the experience of studying the modern political history 
of Ukraine as a participant in events and a political expert.

 • Russia’s hybrid influence is primarily directed at public consciousness, 
therefore, the functioning of independent media and popular publics 
on social networks is of particular importance.

 • The functioning of the Military Organization of the Republic of Belarus 
is an important factor in the stability of the country. Lukashenka’s 
penchant for sudden personnel changes is unlikely to diminish the 
Russia’s ability to influence its ally, in particular, through the military 
education system.

 • The activity of the Russian special services on the territory of Belarus 
can be assumed based on their activity on the territory of Ukraine, 
although during the presidency of Boris Yeltsin and Leonid Kuchma 
they refused mutual actions. At the same time, during the presidency of 
Yanukovych, the FSB established operational control over the Ukrainian 
special services.

 • Most of the citizens of Belarus do not perceive Russia as a hostile actor. 
Let me emphasize that a similar situation was observed in Ukraine 
until 2014, even during the Revolution of Dignity it was acceptable for 
the representatives of the Russian media to comment on what was 
happening. Russian media are popular in Belarus, the social networks 
are functioning. This is an element of influence on the Belarusian society.

 • Massive protests against falsified presidential election results in 
Belarus have been going on long enough to talk about their long-
term impact. The citizens of Belarus follow the path that the citizens 
of Ukraine travelled in 1990-2014, overcoming difficult problems and 
facing a powerful repressive apparatus.

 • The dominance of the Russian language, which is the state language 
in Belarus along with Belarusian, is a reality that can be used in the 
interests of Belarus. The experience of the hybrid war in Ukraine 
allows us to say that the language of communication can be of 
secondary importance in conditions when the preservation of the 
state sovereignty is at stake.

 • If for Ukraine deoligarchization is an urgent problem, for Belarus it is 
the denationalization of the main industries and the strengthening of 
economic sovereignty. The economy of Belarus is already significantly 
dependent on interaction with Russia. The political crisis will push 
the Kremlin to establish control over enterprises, in particular those 
cooperating with Ukraine.

 • Speculation in historical memory. Ukraine and Belarus are on «bloody 
lands», and Russia with a high degree of probability will continue 
to use manipulations on the theme of World War II, in particular, 
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between Ukraine and Belarus. Further hybridization of the Holocaust 
will contribute to the distortion of the history of the Second World War 
in the perception of the Belarusian society.
Instead of a conclusion. The protests of 2020 in Belarus destroy the 

myth of the triune Slavic people, in which Ukrainians and Belarusians 
willingly recognize Russians as their «big brother». Regardless of the 
outcome of the political crisis that started in August 2020, Ukraine and 
Belarus will continue to build relations, at least in the economic sphere. 
Contacts at the official level will depend on the political situation and 
the development of relations within Belarus, where even a potential 
replacement of the country’s ruler will not lead to tectonic changes in 
the foreign policy course.

Yevhen Mahda, 
Director of the Institute of World Politics, Ukraine
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«I will not lead my country along with 
the civilized world…» 
Lukashenka’s anti- Westernism: 
immanent or opportunistic?

In the foreign policy of the Republic of Belarus, which for more than 
a quarter of a century was led exclusively by Aliaksandr Lukashenka, the 
eastern vector was openly dominant, while the conflicts with the West 
constantly arose for various reasons and sometimes were quite acute.

At the moment one can once again see an extremely serious 
aggravation of relations with the West. Against this background, it 
seems important to answer the question whether the reason for this 
Lukashenka’s behaviour lies in his organic rejection of the West, or 
pragmatic considerations prevail in him. In the latter case, there might 
still be some hopes for the possibility of Western influence on him.

European Union: pragmatism within a narrow 
framework
In the first election campaign of Aliaksandr Lukashenka, foreign policy 

practically wasn’t mentioned. The corresponding section in his election 
program was in last place and was not burdened with specifics. With regard 
to the «far abroad» states it was said only that relations with them would 
be determined by «the transition from cultural and educational diplomacy 
to economic diplomacy» 1.

In full accordance with such views, the leading role among Western 
organizations was assigned to the European Union as the main potential 
source of economic support. On March 6, 1995, it was Lukashenka who 
signed the Partnership and Cooperation Agreement (PCA) between Belarus 
and the EU in Brussels. At the same time, he stated that Belarus has 

1 Тезисы программы кандидата в президенты Республики Беларусь А. Лукашенко «От-
вести народ от пропасти», 1994, https://bsu-lyceum.livejournal.com/9949.html
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? made «the first important step towards the main goal – accession to the 

European Union» 1.
The next stages were supposed to achieve progress in economic and 

political reforms, including checking the country in 1998 for the creation 
of a free trade zone. This was to be followed by the conclusion of an 
association agreement between Belarus and the EU, which would provide 
an opportunity for future consideration and permanent membership.

True, even then the united Europe had certain suspicions. It is no 
coincidence that the President of the EU Council Alain Juppe noted that 
«partnership should be based on full respect for laws and human rights, 
free elections and the desire to build a market economy» 2.

The official Minsk really very soon demonstrated its own understanding 
of these principles. The Belarusian authorities began to violate them almost 
immediately, and on an extremely large scale, clearly showing their attitude 
to general democratic values.

More than enough examples have accumulated over a quarter of 
a century that confirm Lukashenka’s categorical rejection of the norms 
and rules of the civilized world. Let us recall only the most important 
points that caused condemnation by the EU and its adoption of various 
restrictive measures.

The main and permanent contradiction lies in a fundamentally 
different perception of democracy, primarily representative. Not a single 
electoral campaign or referendum in Belarus has been recognized by the 
European Union as meeting international standards.

Thus, during the 1996 constitutional referendum, numerous violations 
were recorded. In addition, experts of the Venice Commission of the 
Council of Europe, representing different countries, negatively assessed 
the version of the constitution proposed by Lukashenka. On their opinion, 
if this document were implemented, the balance of power, the cornerstone 
of its democratic structure, would disappear in Belarus 3.

As a result, the ratification of the PCA by the EU member states 
and the European Parliament was suspended (it’s not resumed to date), 
cooperation was terminated and high-level contacts were prohibited.

It is difficult to say to what extent such an outcome was unexpected for 
Lukashenka. Most likely, not too much, since a year earlier the European 
Parliament had already given a negative assessment of the parliamentary 
elections in Belarus. True, then it was only verbal criticism.

1 Подписано Соглашение о партнерстве с Беларусью. Европейский Обзор №  20, март 1995
2 Ibid
3 OPINION ON THE AMENDMENTS AND ADDENDA TO THE CONSTITUTION OF THE REPUBLIC 
OF BELARUS. CDL-INF (96) 8, 1996, https://venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/?pdf=CDL-IN
F(1996)008-e
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? But even if the Belarusian authorities did not expect this, nothing was 
done to correct the situation. Thus, even then it was possible to conclude 
that the preservation of power for Lukashenka is incomparably more 
important than good relations with the EU.

The further, the more confirmations appeared, all attempts of the 
European Union to return official Minsk to the legal track did not lead to 
success. For similar violations and brutal actions by the authorities in the 
2006 and 2011 presidential elections visa sanctions on Lukashenka and 
many other officials were imposed.

Similar and other measures were also taken for other reasons. In 1998, 
the reason was the gross violation by Minsk of the Vienna Convention on 
Diplomatic Relations: the forcible eviction of foreign ambassadors from 
their residences. In 2002 – removal from the country of the OSCE Advisory 
and Monitoring Group. And in 2007, Belarus was excluded from the EU 
General System of Trade Preferences for violating trade union rights.

If we add to this Lukashenka’s numerous negative statements about 
the EU, then it becomes quite clear that this person is definitely extremely 
anti- Western.

At the same time, it would be an exaggeration to say that there was 
a continuous negative trend in the Belarusian- European relations. It must 
be admitted that in some periods these relations nevertheless approached 
a more or less normal state.

The beginning of the first such period was 2008, when the main 
impetus for rapprochement was given by the August aggression of Russia 
against Georgia. Aliaksandr Lukashenka, despite Moscow’s demands, did 
not recognize the independence of Abkhazia and South Ossetia. Political 
prisoners in Belarus were pardoned, the European Union suspended its 
sanctions, contacts at the highest level were resumed. In May 2009 Belarus 
was included in the EU Eastern Partnership program.

However, the next presidential elections in 2010, which were not only 
held with the usual falsifications, but were also accompanied by brutal 
suppression of mass protests, returned the Belarusian- European relations 
to a state of acute confrontation.

The next thaw had to wait four years, and the impetus for it was 
a new Russian aggression, this time against Ukraine. Lukashenka’s fears 
of finding himself in a similar situation forced him to somewhat soften 
his position. Brussels, on the other hand, did not want Belarus to become 
a fully Moscow satellite.

But the current presidential elections again proved to be an 
insurmountable barrier. For all its caution, the European Union could 
not fail to respond to the exorbitant level of brutality used by the security 
forces against the participants of the mass protests. But even the 
restrained reaction of the EU (which contained only calls for a renunciation 
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? of violence and for a recount of votes or a possible rerun of elections), led 

Lukashenka to choose to return to a «not handshakable» state.
He accused a number of neighbouring countries of aggressive 

intentions: «They want to establish this Baltic- Black Sea corridor, a cordon 
sanitaire – the three Baltic republics, us and Ukraine. We are the only link 
here» 1. When the European Parliament in its resolution 2 did not recognize 
Lukashenka as a legitimate president, Foreign Minister Makei threatened 
with «radical measures», such as withdrawing from various initiatives and 
organizations «whose activities would be meaningless without Belarus» 
or even «considering the level of diplomatic presence, the possibility of 
maintaining diplomatic relations with this or that state» 3.

NATO: from «monster» to «partner» and back
Lukashenka’s attitude towards NATO was sharply negative from 

the very beginning. In January 1995, Belarus, albeit the last in Europe, 
nevertheless joined NATO Partnership for Peace program 4. Just a month 
later Minsk announced that due to the emergence of military threats in 
connection with NATO’s eastward expansion, the implementation of the 
Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in Europe (CFE) is suspended.

In the end, the situation was resolved, but this example clearly 
revealed the views of the Belarusian ruler. Later, for almost a decade and 
a half, the negative imperative towards NATO was one of the leitmotifs of 
Lukashenka’s foreign policy line. It can be argued that the slogan of those 
years was his famous statement «we cannot calmly observe the approach 
of this terrible monster to the borders of our blue-eyed Belarus» 5.

The apotheosis of anti- NATO sentiment was reached in 1999, during 
the NATO air raids on Yugoslavia. Minsk, following Moscow, called these 
actions «aggression, a challenge to common sense and a direct threat to 
international security», suspended formal cooperation with the Alliance 
and even considered the issue of imposing economic sanctions against 
Bulgaria and Romania, which gave permission for NATO aircraft to fly 
over their territory.

1 Лукашенко заявил, что Запад хочет использовать Белоруссию против России, 2020, 
https://ria.ru/20200821/1576094050.html
2 European Parliament resolution on the situation in Belarus (2020/2779(RSP), 2020,  
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/RC-9-2020-0271_EN.html
3 Подход к прессе в рамках записи выступления Министра иностранных дел Беларуси 
В. Макея на общей дискуссии 75-й сессии ГА ООН, 2020,  
http://mfa.gov.by/press/news_mfa/e240f9a50544122d.html
4 Заявление по итогам встречи министров обороны стран НАТО и партнеров в Брюсселе 
25 мая 1994 г
5 Павлюк Быковский. Хочешь мира – готовь ВПК. Белорусский рынок №  19, 1996
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? However, the matter did not go beyond intentions and loud statements. 
Moreover, since then and until recently, one can recall only one outburst 
of confrontation, when in November 2002, due to the abovementioned 
conflict over the OSCE AMG, Lukashenka was denied participation in the 
Prague NATO summit.

The occupation of Crimea by Russia and its invasion of the south-
west of Ukraine seemed to have brought relations with the Alliance to 
an unprecedented level. Most of the NATO events, including not far 
from the Belarusian border, did not arouse Lukashenka’s indignation. 
When such episodes did happen, the rhetoric was quite peaceful. It 
even turned out that one of the routes of the Northern Supply Network, 
which provided the supply of NATO troops in Afghanistan, passed 
through Belarus.

But the consequences of the current presidential campaign have just 
as instantly erased all the achievements. As the vanguard of NATO, Poland 
was directly accused of preparing an armed aggression, in particular, 
with the aim of seizing the Hrodna region: «NATO troops are pulling up 
to the Belarusian border, and F-16 aircraft are already 15-20 minutes 
away from us… When the situation in our country is restless, from their 
point of view, they moved to action. All troops are deployed – we see 
and understand this. Therefore, I was forced to give the order to bring 
the army to full combat readiness» 1. Lukashenka also promised that 
Belarus will enter the war if the Western countries start aggression 
against Russia 2.

In the end, Lukashenka went really hysterical: «Today the issue of 
Belarus, Russia and, perhaps, the whole of Europe, not only Eastern Europe, 
is being resolved here… We are forced … to put half the army under arms 
and close the state border from the West… We are standing on the brink 
of a terrible disaster. If they come here, we will have to answer. We will 
not kneel… If we shudder now and give up this piece of land, not only we 
will perish, our children and grandchildren will perish.» 3

Most likely, earlier the Belarusian regime, with all its sincere rejection of 
the Alliance, did not perceive it as a real threat, but used it as a bogeyman 
for the population. Lukashenka also demonstrated his unwavering loyalty 
to his suspicious «main ally» by irreconcilability towards NATO. Now, it is 
possible that these views have undergone a radical revision.

1 Встреча с депутатами областного Совета, 2020, http://president.gov.by/ru/
news_ru/view/vstrecha-v-grodno-s-deputatami- oblastnogo-soveta-24372
2 В случае агрессии Запада против РФ Белоруссия вступит в вой ну – Лукашенко, 2020,  
https://regnum.ru/news/polit/3058294.html
3 Выступление на женском форуме «За Беларусь», 2020,  
http://president.gov.by/ru/news_ru/view/vystuplenie-na-zhenskom- forume-za-belarus-24544
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American vector: crash during takeoff
According to a similar scenario (but with even greater acuteness), 

Lukashenka developed relations with the United States. Although the 
good dynamics gained by the time of Lukashenka’s coming to power at 
first continued to bear fruit. Thus, during the CSCE summit in Budapest, 
held on December 3-4, 1994, a long-prepared Memorandum of Security 
Assurances was signed 1. According to it the United States, along with Great 
Britain and Russia, promised Belarus assistance in case of aggression 
against it.

But even here the idyll was soon broken. At f irst, there were 
disagreements on the CFE Treaty, then the same problems with human 
rights became the main contradiction. Washington did not recognize all 
election campaigns in Belarus as fair, in a number of cases it introduced 
its own sanctions both against individuals, including Lukashenka, and 
against certain enterprises that, in the opinion of the USA, violate certain 
prohibitions established by the United States. Washington did not stay 
away from the aforementioned diplomatic scandal in 1998 as well.

As a result, the American ambassadors were called for consultations 
several times. In 2004, Congress unanimously adopted the Belarus 
Democracy Act, which is still in force 2. It provides for the sanctions 
by the United States in case the Belarusian authorities refuse to stop 
persecuting the opposition and independent media, and to investigate 
cases of politically motivated disappearances. For a number of Belarusian 
officials, access to the United States was closed, strategic exports to 
Belarus and state investments were prohibited, and measures to reduce 
financial assistance to the country from international financial institutions 
were taken.

For his part, at the end of 2007, Lukashenka promised to «kick out» 
the American ambassador to Belarus «as soon as significant sanctions for 
our economy are introduced» 3. It happened just like that: sanctions were 
imposed, the Belarusian ambassador to the United States was recalled 
from Washington in the spring, then, at the insistence of the Belarusian 
side, American Ambassador Karen Stewart left Minsk, and the staff of 
both embassies was reduced from 35 to 5 diplomats.

1 Меморандум о гарантиях безопасности в связи с присоединением Республики Бела-
русь к Договору о нераспространении ядерного оружия, https://belaruspartisan.by/blogs/
rynkevich/budapeshtskiy- memorandum-1994-goda-garantii- bezopasnosti-bezyadernoy-b/
2 Belarus Democracy Act of 2004, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belarus_Democracy_Act_of_2004
3 Александр Лукашенко посетил «SOS-Детскую деревню» в  Боровлянах, 2007,  
http://president.gov.by/ru/news_ru/view/aleksandr- lukashenko-posetil -sos-detskuju- 
derevnju-v-borovljanax-2658/
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? The result was the most critical moment in the history of bilateral 
relations. On May 1, 2008, the Associated Press reported that the State 
Department ordered the closure of the embassy in Minsk, and demanded 
from Belarus to close the embassy in Washington and the consulate general 
in New York. Later, US Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice confirmed that 
the decision to break off diplomatic relations had in fact been made, but 
she cancelled it a few hours later 1.

The 2010 presidential elections, of course, only exacerbated the 
current situation, and over the next four years, interaction was largely 
frozen. Like the relations with the EU, the communication with the US 
resumed after the Russian aggression against Ukraine and, it must be 
admitted, it developed quite intensively.

There has been a significant expansion of high-level contacts. In 
particular, in 2019 and 2020. In Minsk, in a very friendly atmosphere, 
Lukashenka met US President’s National Security Advisor John Bolton 
and US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo. In the context of the Russian- 
Belarusian conflict over oil, the latter’s promise to help diversify oil supplies 
was extremely important. 200,000 tons of oil were delivered to Belarus via 
the Baltic. An agreement to resume the full functioning of the embassies 
was reached and even ambassadors were appointed.

In general, the prospects were quite favourable, but here the 
presidential campaign in Belarus played its role. True, at first, the 
responses to it from Washington could hardly be called very energetic, 
but then the First Deputy Head of the State Department Stephen 
Biegun stated that the United States did not recognize Lukashenka as 
the legitimate President of Belarus, insisted on holding new elections 
and, in coordination with the EU, was preparing the introduction of 
sanctions 2.

Minsk responded immediately. According to Lukashenka, «the 
external not even opponents of Belarus, but the aggressors» over the 
past ten years «were scrupulously preparing for the present time… 
At the level of global centres, this is primarily the United States of 
America, more specifically, its network of funds to support the so-
called democracy … American satellites were active on the European 
continent» 3.

Apparently, now both ambassadors will not be able to start their 
activities soon.

1 Ян Буян. Кто победил в «трёхчасовой вой не»? 2008, https://zautra.by/news/news-2316
2 В США заявили, что обсуждают с Европой «адресные санкции» в отношении Белорус-
сии, 2020, https://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnaya- panorama/9432065
3 Встреча с политическим активом страны, 2020, http://president.gov.by/ru/news_ru/view/
vstrecha-s-politicheskim- aktivom-strany-24526
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Ideology matters, but the material factor is much more 
important
Thus, all the above facts allow us to make an unambiguous conclusion 

that anti- Westernism is inherent in the present Belarusian ruler. This is 
fully confirmed by the recognition he made back in 1996: «I will not lead 
my country along with the civilized world».

At the same time, however, it can be argued that Lukashenka’s behaviour 
is explained not only by this circumstance. It has long been perfectly obvious: 
his main, and perhaps the only goal, is to retain power at any cost.

If he had guarantees of constant achievement of this goal in 
a democratic way, then, it is possible, he would prefer it, because he 
knows about the advantages that would be offered in this case by the 
West. However, he perfectly understands that this particular path does 
not give any guarantees.

Likewise, it can be assumed that Lukashenka is quite well aware of 
the advantages of a market economy. But it presupposes a significantly 
higher degree of freedom, which inevitably leads to a reduction in the 
amount of power, thereby significantly reducing the ability to secure the 
next «elegant» electoral victories.

At first glance it may seem strange, but for all the undoubted 
ideological similarity of the Belarusian and Russian regimes, pragmatic 
considerations prevail in Lukashenka’s relations with Moscow as well. 
Lukashenka saw the rationale for creating the «union state» as the 
possibility to receive powerful political and economic support from Russia, 
and later – the highest power in the Kremlin.

Then it became clear that there was no chance of this, but, on the 
contrary, as a result of too close rapprochement there was an immediate 
threat of a formal or de facto Anschluss. Regular oil, gas, dairy, etc. wars, 
were accompanied by anti- Russian rhetoric (sometimes very harsh one). 
This was especially noticeable during the last pre-election period, when 
the leitmotif of practically all Lukashenka’s speeches was the preservation 
of sovereignty.

This conclusion is also supported by the fact that all the episodes when 
there was some warming with the West clearly coincided in time with the 
aggravation of relations with Russia.

By the way, the openly pro- Russian position taken by Lukashenka 
after the elections also completely fits into the logic of pragmatism: with 
such active mass protests and the negative reaction of the West to the 
repression in Belarus, Moscow in Lukashenka’s eyes has become the only 
force that can help preserve the current Belarusian regime. Which does 
not mean that it will certainly do it.
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? * * *
 So, the answer to the original question can be formulated as 

follows: Lukashenka’s anti- Westernism, as well as his pro- Russian 
character, are both immanent and opportunistic, with the latter factor 
clearly dominating.

As for the perspectives, the latest actions and statements of the 
Belarusian ruler make it possible to state with confidence that he has 
already crossed the Rubicon and burned bridges in relations with the 
West. Accordingly, there is no reason to expect that at least some positive 
changes will take place in Belarusian domestic and foreign policy under 
Lukashenka’s rule. The expectations of new warming (if someone still has 
them) are absolutely illusory.

Andrei Fyodorov, 
Ph.D, expert of the Center for European Studies, Belarus. 
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The crisis of the third republic and the 
Russian factor

The political crisis in Belarus after the elections on August 9, 2020 has 
internal causes. Nevertheless, the high political and economic dependence 
of Belarus on Russia has contributed to the crisis of the third Belarusian 
republic. The third republic, which emerged after a short period of 
democratic construction of the first parliamentary (1990-1994) and second 
presidential republic (1994-1996), was the result of a constitutional coup 
in 1996 and took shape in the form of an authoritarian super- presidential 
political system. In foreign policy, the authoritarian political regime of 
Aliaksandr Lukashenka counted on the establishment of special relations 
with Russia, the exploitation of which brought Lukashenka enough 
economic benefits to maintain a social contract with the population of 
Belarus. Russian subsidies for the Belarusian economy over the past 20 
years could range from 2% to 20% of Belarus’ GDP 1.

The structure of political and economic relations between Belarus 
and Russia was and remains extremely complex and contradictory, but its 
general logic is simple. This logic is based on the principle of Belarus’ selling 
«symbolic shares of Belarusian sovereignty in exchange for real economic 
preferences», which, by and large, cannot fully satisfy the interests of 
either side 2. Russia always tries to gain more control over Belarus than it 
can receive from Lukashenka, while Belarus wants to receive much more 
economic benefits from Russia than it is actually ready to give. This situation 
leads to periodic political exacerbations and trade wars between the two 
countries. The issues of a common customs space, the so-called «Union 
State of Russia and Belarus», interaction within the EAEU, security, military- 
strategic cooperation, Russian military facilities on the territory of Belarus, 
grey and black schemes of trade in energy resources and sanctioned goods 
further confuse the relationship, which is already complicated.

1 Macroeconomic Update: How big is the Russian energy subsidy to Belarus. IPM Research Center, 
2018, http://eng.research.by/webroot/delivery/files/english/BMF/mu2018e1.pdf
2 Андрей Егоров. Обострение дружбы. Чем закончится конфликт Беларуси и России, 2017, 
http://journalby.com/news/obostrenie- druzhby-chem-zakonchitsya- konflikt-belarusi-i-rossii-875
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is the nature of decision- making: centralized, closed at the top of the 
administrative vertical. All important decisions are often made by heads 
of state, including the resolution of controversial issues in relations 
between allied countries. In Belarus, which in this unequal alliance has 
the role of «younger brother», the art of resolving issues with its eastern 
neighbour is a necessary managerial competence for a state ruler. For 
the regime of the third republic, which has chosen to focus on Russia 
instead of strengthening its independence, this function has become 
critical. Lukashenka successfully coped with this role for a long time, but 
his opportunities began to be critically reduced with the resumption of 
Russia’s expansionist policy after 2014.

Russian neo-imperial policy aimed at regaining Russian control over 
the entire post- Soviet space has become much more consistent with regard 
to Belarus. Russia began to gradually reduce the number of subsidies 
while appealing to the political component of relations more often. For 
example, the bargaining for the creation of a Russian military base on 
the territory of Belarus in 2013-2015 was tied to a long dispute over gas 
prices and oil supply volumes. Official Minsk began to call this approach 
«accounting» and declare its unacceptability in relations between the 
«allies». Lukashenka tried to create minor obstacles for Russia within 
the EAEU (like delaying the signing of the new EAEU Customs Code), to 
attack Russia in the state media. But this had little effect on the general 
approach Moscow to new relations with Belarus.

Since the end of 2018, the situation has become even more 
complicated. With the introduction of tax manoeuvre in the oil sector 
in Russia in 2019, Belarus has lost the opportunity to credit export oil 
duties to its budget, which has a significant impact on the revenue side 
of the Belarusian budget. According to IMF calculations, «in the absence 
of a new agreement at current oil prices, the annual direct impact on 
the current account and balance of payments after the completion of 
the transition in Russia is estimated at about 3.9 and 1.3 percent of GDP, 
respectively» 1. All attempts of the Belarusian authorities to come to a new 
formula of relations with Russia, which assumed the return of the subsidy 
policy, failed. In exchange for the return of preferences this time, Russia 
demanded «deepening integration» within the so-called «Union State».

The treaty on the creation of the «Union State of Belarus and 
Russia» formed the integration aspirations of Russia. At the same time, 
for Lukashenka regime it served only as a kind of promise to marry. At 
the same time, the «marriage» was always postponed, although Belarus 
constantly received considerable financial support in exchange for 

1 REPUBLIC OF BELARUS, IMF Country Report No. 19/9, January 2019
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ORa speedy fulfilment of the promise. The fact that the Lukashenka regime 
has not sought to fulfil the provisions of the «union treaty» for 20 years 
is not at all surprising. The implementation of the «union treaty» de facto 
leads to the loss of independence of Belarus, and therefore to the collapse 
of the Lukashenka regime. Nevertheless, the treaty became a gun on the 
wall that fires once in 20 years. Russia began to implement the strategy 
of «raider seizure» of Belarus. It suggests bankruptcy of Belarus with 
the subsequent transfer of governance to the supranational level of the 
«Union State». The «Program for the Implementation of the Union Treaty 
Provisions» with a package of 31 «road maps» was supposed to determine 
the procedure for the phased elimination of the sovereignty of Belarus.

Lukashenka regime was trapped in its own geopolitical strategy and 
economic model. The exploitation of Russian support made it possible to 
maintain stability, but created a permanent dependence on Russia and did 
not allow laying a real basis for economic independence. The vertical nature 
of decision- making in the third republic also turned out to be a structural 
factor: having lost the ability to negotiate with Russia (and personally with 
Putin), Lukashenka began to rapidly lose his attractiveness in the eyes of 
his own nomenclature and part of the business establishment. To a certain 
extent, this can also explain the popularity of Viktar Babaryka among 
officials and businessmen. Babaryka, with his obvious connections in the 
elite of Russia, sometimes was seen not only as hope for change, but also 
the person able to reach an agreement with Russia.

Russia’s attempt to force Belarus to «deep integration» had an impact 
on several systemic factors determining the stability of the regime of the 
third republic:

1. Economy. The reduction in Russian subsidies caused an additional 
shock for the Belarusian economy, which is going through hard 
times. This affected the lifestyle and incomes of the population, 
especially the incomes of «state employees». The regime had 
no possibility to financially stimulate them during the election 
campaigns since 2014.

2. Administrative hierarchy. The ruler has lost the possibility to reach 
important agreements with Russia, which causes partial paralysis 
of the lower levels in the administrative hierarchy. For example, 
integration roadmaps need to be developed, but they cannot be 
signed and implemented, which is absurd.

3. Popular legitimacy. The bargaining for the country’s independence 
throughout 2019 was negatively perceived by the majority of 
Belarusian society, which, with a positive attitude towards 
Russia, did not want to deepen integration. The situation, in 
which Lukashenka simultaneously deepened integration (that 
is, surrendered sovereignty) and did not sign road maps (that 
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to him as a defender of sovereignty. By the beginning of the 
election campaign, the thesis of alternative candidates about 
the inviolability of the country’s sovereignty and independence 
clearly played against Lukashenka.

Thus, Russia had a real impact on the development of the systemic 
crisis of the third republic. In contrast to the West, which in the period 
2015-2020 did everything possible to expand cooperation with the 
Lukashenka regime.

The program of «deepening integration» failed in 2019, not only 
because of Lukashenka’s resistance, but also because of the negative 
attitude of the Belarusian society towards it. Since August 2019, there 
has been a tacit consensus between the regime and Belarusian society 
on the unacceptability of Russia’s demands. Having failed to sign «road 
maps» before the start of the election campaign in 2020 with Lukashenka 
being still legitimate in the eyes of society, Russia cannot now proceed 
to signing any agreements. The political crisis in Belarus that followed 
the elections and the crisis of legitimacy of Lukashenka himself will call 
into question any agreements he signed. Russia cannot unequivocally 
support Lukashenka in the amount of funds he needs to stabilize the 
situation in Belarus (probably at least $ 3 billion). And at the same time, the 
Kremlin does not want to give an opportunity for the victory of Belarusian 
revolution. Russia does not need either a strong Lukashenka or a strong 
Belarusian society, since both stand in the position of preserving the 
country’s independence. Playing to weaken both society and Lukashenka, 
Russia is striving to ensure that Lukashenka himself resolves the internal 
political crisis. Moscow sees the stabilization of the situation as a dialogue 
on the amendment of the Constitution of Belarus. The new version of the 
Constitution, as conceived by Russia, should weaken the possibilities of 
Belarus to resist Russian expansion.

The closed process of preparing constitutional amendments does not 
make it possible to determine exactly what changes the Kremlin is lobbying 
for. It can be assumed that they may concern either the introduction of 
the provisions of the «Union State» into the Constitution of Belarus, or the 
elimination of existing constitutional obstacles to the implementation of 
some individual provisions of the «union treaty» (including the elimination 
of the provision that only the National Bank of Belarus has the exclusive 
right to issue money). It is also possible that Russia expects to get 
such a configuration of political institutions, where it will have a great 
opportunity to play on the internal political field of Belarus. For example, 
expanding the functions of parliament in appointing the government will 
make it possible to get a new pro- Russian party into parliament and form 
the government. Perhaps, everything is even simpler and Russia is simply 
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ORcounting on the appointment of its own man as Lukashenka’s successor, 
but already on a position where his ability to control the internal political 
situation will not be so broad. In any case, Russia does not want to support 
the political construction of the third Belarusian republic. Paradoxically, 
this coincides with the attitudes of the majority of the Belarusian society, 
which Russia is not ready to support as well.

But at the same time, all this makes Russian support for Lukashenka 
himself quite ambiguous.

Andrei Yahorau,  
Director of Centre for European Transformation, Belarus
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Foreign policy and geopolitical 
sentiments among the Belarusian 
political elite

There are practically no studies in Belarus devoted to political attitudes 
among national elites. In addition to general methodological problems 
(for example, who should be attributed to the elite), one should note the 
closedness of the administrative apparatus (especially when it comes to 
administrative political elites) as well as serious problems with conducting 
sociological research in Belarus.

The foreign policy and geopolitical sentiments in the Belarusian society 
have been studied somewhat better. In general, as noted by the Institute 
of Sociology of the National Academy of Sciences of Belarus, the mood in 
society is dominated by support for the sovereignty of Belarus with a multi- 
vector foreign policy with only a slight Russian bias. Thus, as of early June 
2020, 61.6% of the country’s population believe that Belarus should be 
an independent state and build its relations with Russia on the basis of 
international treaties. The trend towards choosing just such a format for 
relations with the Russian Federation is long-term and stable. A similar 
trend is towards a decrease in the number of supporters of the union of 
the two states with the creation of supranational governing bodies. The 
idea of   Belarus joining Russia is traditionally not popular 1.

According to the Institute of Sociology of the National Academy of 
Sciences of Belarus, in 2019, 49.9% of the country’s citizens believed that 
Belarus should be an independent state and build relations with Russia on 
the basis of international treaties («partnership relations»). At the same 
time, 36.1% of respondents believed that the two countries should interact 
with each other on the principle of an equal union with the creation of 
supranational governing bodies («allied relations»). The number of supporters 
of Belarus joining the Russian Federation in 2019 amounted to 7.7%.

1 Динамика оценок внешнеполитических векторов Беларуси, 2020,
https://socio.bas-net.by/dinamika- otsenok-vneshnepoliticheskih- vektorov-belarusi-po-dannym- 
monitoringovyh-issledovanij- instituta-sotsiologii-nan-belarusi/
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grown by 14.9% since 2003, while the number of supporters of an equal union 
with Russia has decreased by 13.3%, official Belarusian sociologists note, 
stressing that Belarusians traditionally consider Russia the most friendly 
country (60.5%) and the most important direction in foreign policy (47.6%) 1.

According to the Belarusian Analytical Workshop, during 2019 the 
number of supporters of an alliance with Russia decreased from 60.4% to 
40.4%. At the same time, an increase in pro- European sympathies from 
24.4% to 32% was recorded over the same period 2.

Piotr Rudkouski, director of the Belarusian Institute for Strategic 
Studies, notes that the «pro- Europeans» tend to have a utilitarian 
motivation – visa-free regime, higher earnings – while those who support 
integration with Russia have «cultural values» motivation.

Speaking about the values, it is necessary to take into account that the 
set of values   may differ significantly for different social groups. As noted 
by N. F. Dzianisava, I. V. Lashuk and A. N. Likhachou, «in the value structure 
of the population aged 51 and older, the values   of the traditional type in 
general occupy a higher position than in the value structures of other age 
groups. Thus, the value «tradition» is included in the integrating reserve, 
while in the structures of basic values   of the population under the age 
of 50, it is in the opposing differential, that is, in fact, for this part of the 
population, it does not perform the function of integration.

In general, age groups under the age of 50 are characterized by low 
support for values   of the traditional type, with the exception of the value 
of the family. Thus, among all neutral values, the population under the 
age of 30 supports the values   of «tradition» and «sacrifice» least of all. 
The value structure of the population aged 31 to 50 in terms of supporting 
traditional values   is in a transitional state: traditional values   are more 
supported than among the younger age group, but not as high as among 
the older age group 3.

The values of youth (especially of non-religious one)   are based on 
the general principles of social interaction – on the recognition of the 
paramount importance of the inviolability of freedom and human life and 
ensuring personal security on the basis of socially recognized and legally 

1 На кону независимость: почему в Беларуси боятся интеграции с Россией, 2019, 
https://www.bbc.com/russian/features-50673484
2 Почему все меньше белорусов хотят союза с Россией, 2020, https://clck.ru/Rc4bD
3 Наталья Денисова, Ирина Лашук, Ольга Лихачева. Базовые ценности белорусского 
общества: функционально- ориентирующие кластеры и вариативность ценностных 
структур, 2017,
https://cyberleninka.ru/article/n/bazovye- tsennosti-belorusskogo- obschestva-funktsionalno- 
orientiruyuschie-klastery-i-variativnost- tsennostnyh-struktur/viewer
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liberal values   (taking into account all the incorrectness and danger of 
confusion between the concepts of «West» and «liberalism»).

Two studies 1 on the attitude of Belarusian stakeholders towards the 
Eastern Partnership have recorded moderate skepticism, coupled with 
tough pragmatism 2. The development of Belarus- NATO relations also 
remained at a rather low level 3.

Thus, according to the results of the 2015 study, one of its authors 
noted the following: «The trends noted above demonstrate the extremely 
selfish pragmatism of Belarus in relation to the Eastern Partnership. It 
can be assumed that both the authorities and society as a whole have 
a kind of consensus that the country should take the maximum from 
cooperation with the EU, giving, figuratively speaking, at the minimum, that 
is, practically abandoning the implementation of European principles and 
standards». Only respondents from Belarus from all Eastern Partnership 
countries did not set political directions as priorities for the next five 
years in 2014, although they were skeptical about the success of the EaP 
in accelerating political association between the EU and partner countries. 
In the first place, respondents from our country put mobility (85.4%), in 
second – economic development (37.5%), and in third – energy security 
(27.1%). The first political priority (in the case of Belarus, the strengthening 
of civil society) came only fifth in the list of areas that should be paid 
attention to in the next five years. It was considered important by 22.9% 
of the respondents.

Unfortunately, a similar study was not carried out in 2019, which does 
not allow full tracking of trends.

There is a natural question: to what extent these sentiments and 
tendencies are reflected in the elites. Firstly, it is important to understand 
who is considered the elite. Do we approach this term exclusively 
functionally, implying that the managerial elite has certain managerial 
skills, and value-wise is completely part of the society it controls? Or it 
is worth adhering to one of the Machiavellian concepts, recognizing for 
the elite, among other things, special values   that differ from society. In 
this context, we do not consider ideological narratives, conventionally 

1 Vít Dostál, Nikola Karasová, Václav Lídl. Trends Of Eastern Partnership, 2015,
https://www.amo.cz/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/trends_of_eastern_partnership.pdf
2 Екатерина Шматина. Беларусь и Восточное партнерство: надежды, разочарования 
и перспективы, 2020,
https://belinstitute.com/be/article/3894
3 Окно в Европу для Беларуси? Перспективы, преграды и ценностные ориентации, 2020, 
https://belinstitute.com/index.php/be/article/okno-v-evropu-dlya-belarusi- perspektivy-pregrady-
i-cennostnye- orientacii
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focused directly on the management elite itself. To put it simply, the elite 
is not obliged to believe in the ideological clichés and clichés it propagates. 
In addition, the state information policy in Belarus (which is typical for 
autocracies) is capable of quite quickly changing the emotional charges 
of the disseminated narratives to the opposite, therefore, the analysis of 
the public information space from the point of view of reflections of the 
true moods of the elite seems to us unproductive.

However, the question of the influence of values (especially the values   
of society) on the process of making managerial decisions is one of the key 
issues in modern management science, as well as in political science. In this 
paper, when considering the Belarusian elite, we propose a synthesis of 
the functional and Machiavellian approaches, postulating that pragmatic 
considerations will largely neutralize values.

Unfortunately, no studies on the value attitudes of the Belarusian 
elite could be found in the public domain. On the other hand, the issues 
of foreign policy and geopolitical orientation are only partially in the issue 
of values. Like many other things in politics, they are often subject to quite 
pragmatic considerations. By no means always, a shift in foreign policy 
orientation necessarily means a significant shift in values. For the elites, 
who, as we noted above, are considered in the synthesis of the functional 
and Machiavellian approaches, this process should be much easier than 
for the bulk of the population.

So, it is obvious that, in general, the management elite is predominantly 
the older generation, which in Belarus means people whose childhood and 
adolescence, at least, fell on Soviet times. The authors of a similar Russian 
study, examining the foreign policy attitudes of young representatives of 
the Russian elite, note that «Accordingly, it can be assumed that gradually 
the geopolitical ambitions inherited from the Soviet past are being replaced 
by a more sober assessment of the existing forces in the international 
arena» 1.

However, it seems to us incorrect a  priori to perceive the 
representatives of the older generation of the managerial elite even in 
Belarus as typical Homo Soveticus. Thus, among the Russian elite, the most 
radical transformation of attitudes is also observed among those born 
in the 1960s and 1970s. However, the most «belligerent» group includes 
people born between 1951 and 1960 inclusive. The 1961-1970 cohort also 
demonstrates a relatively high level of commitment to forceful methods 
of resolving foreign policy issues.

However, the authors of the Russian study emphasize that it is not 
correct to follow stereotypes regarding the elite, for example, to equate 

1 Российская элита-2020, 2013, http://vid-1.rian.ru/ig/valdai/Russian_elite_2020_rus.pdf
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patriarchal values. For example, in four years the number of people who 
support the legitimate use of military force on the territory of the former 
Soviet republics has grown significantly. There has also been a sharp 
increase in the proportion of respondents who support the acceptability 
of the use of military force from the group with the broadest vision of 
the sphere of Russian interests. Although among the Russian elite the 
opinion is growing that Russia is more of a regional power, which should 
focus on its narrow interests.

In this context, there is a question: what exactly do which elite groups 
receive from one or another foreign policy and geopolitical orientation? 
Unfortunately, in the absence of the possibility of conducting field 
research, here we can only make assumptions. As Filip Bikanau noted, 
«the specificity of Belarus is that most of our functional elite is hidden … 
in the understanding of a common man in the street, a high state position 
gives a person a certain status: the words «minister», «chairman», «prime 
minister» show that you are not a mere mortal, but an elite» 1.

The Russian experience of studying the foreign policy attitudes of 
the Russian elite is interesting. Like in any normal research, the methods 
of interviewing and questioning the target audience were used, which is 
inaccessible to an outside researcher in relation to the Belarusian elite. 
In order to make the analysis more reliable, the authors of the Russian 
study, in addition to temporary changes, also took into account cohort 
differences, since it is obvious that in ten to fifteen years representatives of 
the younger generations will occupy key positions in power. All respondents 
were divided into five age groups.

When researching fairly closed groups, a common method is to 
compare open biographies. By the administrative- political elite, we 
mean the members of the Council of Ministers of the Republic of Belarus 
(including the heads of organizations subordinate to the Council of 
Ministers), the leadership of the Presidential Administration of the Republic 
of Belarus, the chairmen of both chambers of parliament, the chairmen 
of the regional executive committees and the Minsk City Executive 
Committee, as well as the heads of the three largest pro-state associations 
(Federation of Trade Unions of Belarus, PA «Belarusian Republican Youth 
Union» and RPO «Belaya Rus»). The following will serve as indicators: 
place of birth (Belarus, Russia, another state), place of study (Belarus, 
Russia, another state), work experience for at least two years (Belarus, 
Russia, another state).

It is no secret that these indicators latently reflect certain ideas about 
Belarus as a place of geopolitical rift between the collective West (which 

1 Кто в Беларуси является элитой? 2017, https://belaruspartisan.by/politic/483279/
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and Russia. We proceed from the assumption that the place of birth and 
socialization of a person, his study or a relatively long period in labour 
activity have a significant impact on possible foreign policy, and even 
more – on geopolitical orientations both from the standpoint of pragmatic 
interests and from the standpoint of value attitudes.

Position, Name Country 
of birth

Countries 
of study

Countries 
of work

Prime Minister
Raman Halouchanka Belarus Russia

Belarus

Belarus 
Poland

UAE

First Deputy Prime Minister
Mikalai Snapkou Belarus Belarus Belarus

China

Deputy Prime Minister
Yury Nazarau Belarus Belarus Belarus

Deputy Prime Minister
Ihar Piatryshenka Belarus Belarus

Lithuania
Belarus 
Russia

Deputy Prime Minister
Anatol Sivak Belarus Belarus Belarus

Deputy Prime Minister
Aliaksandr Subotsin Belarus Belarus Belarus 

Russia 

Acting Chairman of the State Control Committee
Vasil Herasimau Belarus Belarus Belarus

Minister of Antimonopoly Regulation and Trade
Uladzimir Kaltovich Belarus Belarus Belarus

Minister of Architecture and Construction
Ruslan Parkhamovich Belarus Belarus Belarus

Minister of Internal Affairs
Yuri Karaev Russia Russia 

Belarus
Russia
Belarus

Minister of Housing and Communal Services
Andrei Khmel Belarus Belarus Belarus

Acting Minister of Health
Dzmitry Pinevich Belarus Russia

Belarus
Ukraine
Belarus

Minister of Foreign Affairs
Uladzimir Makei Belarus Belarus 

Austria
Belarus 
France

Minister of Information
Ihar Lutski Belarus Belarus Belarus

Minister of Culture
Yury Bondar Belarus Belarus Belarus
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Position, Name Country 
of birth

Countries 
of study

Countries 
of work

Minister of Forestry
Vital Drozhzha Belarus Belarus Belarus

Defence Minister
Viktar Khrenin Belarus Russia

Belarus
Russia
Belarus

Minister of education
Ihar Karpenka Russia Belarus Belarus

Minister of Taxes and Levies
Siarhei Nalivaika Belarus Belarus Belarus

Minister of Emergency Situations
Uladzimir Vashchanka Russia Belarus Belarus

Minister of Natural Resources 
and Environmental Protection
Andrei Khudyk 

Ukraine Russia Ukraine  
Belarus

Industry Minister
Piotr Parkhomchyk Belarus Belarus Belarus

Minister of Communications and Informatization
Kanstantsin Shulhan Belarus Belarus Belarus

Minister of Agriculture and Food
Ivan Krupko Belarus Belarus Belarus

Minister of Transport and Communications
Aliaksei Auramenka Belarus Belarus Belarus

Minister of Labour and Social Protection
Iryna Kastsevich Belarus Belarus Belarus

Minister of Sports and Tourism
Siarhei Kavalchuk Belarus Ukraine

Belarus Belarus

Minister of Finance
Yury Seliverstau Belarus Belarus Belarus

Ministry of Economics
Aliaksandr Charvyakou Belarus Belarus Belarus

Energy Minister
Viktar Karankevich Belarus Belarus Belarus

Minister of Justice
Aleh Slizheuski Belarus Belarus Belarus

Chairman of the State Security Committee
Ivan Tsertsel Belarus Russia

Belarus Belarus

Chairman of the State Military-Industrial Committee
Dzmitry Pantus Belarus Belarus Belarus
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Position, Name Country 
of birth

Countries 
of study

Countries 
of work

Chairman of the State Property Committee
Dzmitry Matusevich Belarus Belarus Belarus

Chairman of the State Committee 
for Science and Technology
Aliaksandr Shumilin

Belarus Belarus Belarus

Chairman of the State Committee 
for Standardization
Valiantsin Tatarytsky 

Belarus Belarus Belarus

Chairman of the State Border Committee
Anatol Lapo Belarus Russia Russia

Belarus

Chairman of the State Customs Committee
Yury Sianko Belarus Belarus Belarus

Chairman of the state concern «Belgospischeprom»
Anatol Buben Belarus Belarus Belarus

Chairman of the state concern «Belneftekhim»
Andrei Rybakou Belarus Belarus Belarus

Chairman of the state concern «Bellegprom» 
Tatsiana Luhina Belarus Belarus Belarus

Chairman of the state concern «Bellesbumprom» 
Mikhail Kasko Belarus Belarus Belarus

Chairman of the Board of the Belarusian 
Republican Union of Consumer Societies
Valer Ivanou 

Belarus Belarus Belarus

Director of the Republican Centre for 
Health Improvement and Sanatorium-
Resort Treatment of the Population
Henadz Balbatouski 

Belarus Belarus Belarus

Commissioner for Religions and Nationalities
Leanid Huliaka Belarus Belarus Belarus

Chairman of the Brest Regional 
Executive Committee
Anatol Lis 

Belarus Belarus Belarus

Chairman of the Viciebsk Regional 
Executive Committee
Mikalai Sharstniou 

Belarus Belarus Belarus

Chairman of the Homiel Regional 
Executive Committee
Henadz Salavei 

Belarus Belarus Belarus
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Position, Name Country 
of birth

Countries 
of study

Countries 
of work

Chairman of the Hrodna Regional 
Executive Committee
Uladzimir Karanik 

Belarus Belarus Belarus

Chairman of the Minsk Regional Executive Committee
Aliaksandr Turchyn Belarus Belarus Belarus

Chairman of the Minsk City Executive Committee
Uladzimir Kukharau Belarus Belarus Belarus

Chairman of the Mahilioŭ Regional 
Executive Committee
Leanid Zayats 

Belarus Belarus Belarus

Chairman of the House of Representatives of the 
National Assembly of the Republic of Belarus
Uladzimir Andreichanka 

Belarus Belarus Belarus

Chairman of the Council of the Republic of the 
National Assembly of the Republic of Belarus
Natallia Kachanava 

Belarus Belarus Belarus

Head of the Presidential Administration 
of the Republic of Belarus
Ihar Siarheenka

Belarus Belarus Belarus

Chairman of the Federation of Trade Unions of Belarus
Mikhail Arda Belarus Belarus 

Russia
Belarus 
Russia 

First Secretary of the Central Committee of the 
state PO «Belarusian Republican Youth Union»
Dzmitry Varaniuk 

Uzbekistan Belarus Belarus

Chairman of the state PO «Belaya Rus»
Davydko Gennady Bronislavovich Belarus Russia

Belarus
Russia
Belarus

In total, the table shows 58 managers. Of these, 55 (95%) are men, 
3 (5%) are women (although the influence of Natallia Kachanava alone 
exceeds or exceeded until recently the influence of most ministers taken 
together). It is difficult to say to what extent this gender imbalance reflects 
the value attitudes of this group of people. In general, women dominate 
in the system of the Belarusian civil service, including managerial posi-
tions 1. Naturally, the gender disparity at the level of the highest echelon 
of power is explained by the preferences of the only person who makes 
the decision on the appointment.

1 Труд и занятость в Республике Беларусь, 2020,  
https://www.belstat.gov.by/upload/iblock/97e/97e9d257e0d9bb1c5f9b1b1071c116ca.pdf
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alleged dominance of immigrants from Russia in the highest echelons of 
the Belarusian power, in general, remains a myth. It can be considered 
relatively fair only in relation to representatives of the law enforcement 
agencies. Only 5 people (9%) were born outside of Belarus. In terms of 
education, this percentage is already higher – 12 people, that is, 21%. 12 
people (21%) also have relatively long experience of work abroad. The lives 
of 42 people (72%) were completely connected with Belarus.

Based on the above, it can be assumed that the Belarusian elite does 
not have deep geopolitical preferences, and the foreign policy orientation is 
only to a small extent influenced by value attitudes. The life of the Belarusian 
elite is connected mainly with Belarus, other states appear as something 
external and alien. However, in relation to Russia, this perception is obvi-
ously softened by a greater understanding of Russian culture and mentality.

The professional aspirations of the Belarusian elite are of great im-
portance. Almost all of its representatives have neither study nor work 
experience abroad, including both Russia and union structures. In this 
context, a possible rapprochement with the West poses threats to the 
existing access to resources, while the Russian practice is presented as 
something closer and more familiar.

The law enforcement agencies officers, which have a disproportion-
ately high representation and influence in the highest echelons of power, 
as well as the Russian background, can act as a significant disturbing 
factor. Considering that the issues of geopolitical confrontation largely 
belong to the zone of responsibility of the security officials, their more 
anti- Western sentiments have a significant impact on the sentiments of 
the rest of the Belarusian elite.

In this context, the attitude of the Belarusian elite to issues of foreign 
policy and geopolitics appears to be predominantly cynical and pragmatic, 
which in the language of diplomacy can be called multi- vector. However, 
this pragmatism also turns into confidence in the readiness of Western 
countries, if necessary, to change power in Belarus by force, which sig-
nificantly worsens the attitude of the Belarusian elite towards NATO and 
the United States, to a lesser extent towards the EU. It is unlikely that the 
Belarusian elite initially feels sympathy for the West, but this attitude 
does not grow to outright antipathy. A significant disturbing factor is 
the position of the security officials, under whose influence the attitude 
towards the West can significantly deteriorate. The attitude towards Rus-
sia is obviously better, but here, too, considerations of a predominantly 
pragmatic nature prevail.

The author of the article decided to stay incognito 
because of his social and professional status
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Is Belarusian society pro- Russian?

Many people often ask the simple and short question in the title of 
this article to sociologists, apparently counting on an equally simple and 
unambiguous answer. We won’t discuss the very formulation of the ques-
tion that sets the clear unequalness between Russia and Belarus (hardly 
anyone would think of asking if Russian society can be considered «pro- 
Belarusian»), and reflect on the essence of the matter. The opposition 
of «pro- Russian» and «pro- European» or «pro- Western» orientations in 
Belarusian society has become so common over the past three decades 
that we, firstly, began to perceive it as an objectively existing dilemma, 
an inevitable choice that Belarus must make sooner or later. Secondly, 
people began to regard these orientations in an extremely simplified 
manner. This simplification is largely facilitated by the influence of the 
information war and the efforts of both state Belarusian and Russian 
propaganda, which divide the world according to the principle «whoever 
is not with us is against us».

In the case of Belarusian society, its complex history and currently 
unfolding cultural and historical self-determination, this simplification 
is especially dangerous. It once again displaces complex issues of iden-
tity, values and norms that govern the Belarusians themselves beyond 
rationalization and public discussion, once again depriving society of the 
possibility of reflecting on the reasons.

In order to answer the question of what Russia is and is not for the 
Belarusian society, it is necessary to consider it in different dimensions. 
We will dwell on only two of them: historical- cultural and actual- political.

Historical memory and cultural affinity:  
transformation processes
Without delving into the complex vicissitudes of Belarusian history, 

we note that the territorial location of Belarus on the border of the in-
terests of two large civilizational, or, in the more widespread today ap-
proach, geopolitical formations, has gradually turned from an objective 
circumstance into an ideological setting. «Belarus as a borderland» and 
the Belarusian «between» are not just a statement of the geographical, 
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political, cultural and historical conditions for the existence of a nation. 
This concept is a socio- cultural attitude that largely determines not only 
self-determination in global coordinates, but also features of identity, 
ethics, worldview in a broad sense 1. In the Belarusian intellectual and 
philosophical discourse of the mid-90s of 20th century conceptualization 
of the category of «borderland» was associated, among other things, 
with the appeal to the heritage of Maksim Haretsky and, especially, Ihnat 
Abdziralovich (Kancheuski).

Despite the fact that this intellectual tradition was ousted from the 
wide cultural broadcast, first by the Soviet, and then, after a short period of 
national revival, by the Lukashenka regime, the «borderline» of Belarusian 
self-awareness is fixed in empirical indicators. This is sometimes expressed 
in very simple but basic things, for example, historical self-determination. 
According to a 2016 study, almost half of Belarusians cannot unequivocally 
answer the question which world (Western or Eastern) Belarus histori-
cally belongs to.

Another dimension of this «borderline» is the complex structure of 
self-identification. The undoubted fact is the gradual strengthening of 
the Belarusian identity. Research data confirm the stability of self-iden-
tification of Belarusian population with the «Belarusians» for the second 

1 Ігар Бабкоў. Этыка памежжа: транскультурнасць як беларускі досвед, «Фрагмэнты», 
№  6, https://knihi.com/storage/frahmenty/6babkow2.htm

To your mind, historically Belarus belongs to: (%)

Historical self-determination of Belarusians, 20162

2 Оксана Шелест. Социальная база программ трансформаций в Беларуси. Отчет по 
результатам исследования. ЦЕТ, 2017,  
https://cet.eurobelarus.info/files/userfiles/5/CET/2017_Innovation-Belarus-RU.pdf
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decade already. Polls in the early 2000s showed that with a rather com-
plex structure and dynamics of Belarusian identity components (civil, 
territorial, ethnic), identification with Belarusians was characteristic of 
the overwhelming majority of the country’s inhabitants 1. According to 
data for 2016, self-identification as a Belarusian, whatever stands behind 
this word in people’s perceptions, is in first place in terms of prevalence. 
Moreover, we practically do not observe negative self-identification (the 
share of those who «almost never» identify themselves with Belarusians, 
is negligible – only 2%) 2.

It is also necessary to pay attention to the wide range of positive 
self-identification with different national, religious, cultural and histori-
cal communities. The point here is not only in the national and religious 
diversity in Belarus, but in the fact that different, sometimes seemingly 
poorly compatible identifications (for example, with different confessional 
directions of Christianity) can converge on one individuality. Strongly 
pronounced Belarusian «local» self-identification is easily combined with 

1 По данным исследований, в 2000 году 68,9% «полностью» осознавали себя беларусами 
и еще 15% – «в средней степени»; в 2002 году – соответственно, 79,3% и 12,5%. См.: На-
уменко Л. И. Этничность и гражданство в самосознании жителей современной Беларуси 
// Социальные и социокультурные процессы в современной Беларуси: Сборник научных 
трудов / НАН Беларуси, Институт социологии,2003
2 Оксана Шелест. Социальная база программ трансформаций в Беларуси. Отчет по ре-
зультатам исследования. ЦЕТ, 2017, https://cet.eurobelarus.info/files/userfiles/5/CET/2017_
Innovation- Belarus- RU.pdf

How often do you feel closeness with different 
groups of people, whom you can call «we»?

Expression of identifications with different groups, 2016

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Belarusians
The inhabitants of my city, town, village

The Orthodox
The Russians

The "Soviet people"
The Catholic

The residents of post-soviet states
The Europeans

The residents of developed states
All the people on the Earth

The Protestant
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time. A deeper analysis shows that in the structure of Belarusians’ self-
identifications, «East» and «West» can be distinguished rather as vectors, 
but not as integral and consistent complexes.

All this suggests that, with a clear dominance of Belarusian self-identi-
fication, elements of different cultures, religious confessions, existing and 
imaginary communities are intertwined in the structure of the identity 
of Belarusians. One of the latest studies shows that the complex of char-
acteristics that determine the «Russian» vector in the self-identification 
of Belarusians is closely related to the orientation toward the «Soviet» 1.

Indeed, one can find commonality between the Belarusian and Rus-
sian society at the present stage of their development in the rather strong 
actualization of the common Soviet past. From the very beginning of its 
establishment, Lukashenka regime, like Putin’s one, appealed to the Soviet 
period of history as a «heroic» and «golden age». The collapse of the USSR 
was presented as nothing more than a historical tragedy. The processes 
of de- Sovietization in Belarus have not been systematically launched, as 
a result of which, since the beginning of the 2010s, we have been witnessing 
a «revenge» of Soviet identification 2, which was considered «disappearing» 
by sociologists during the first decade of the 21st century. Despite the fact 
that its prevalence at that time fluctuated around 15-25%, the research-
ers emphasized the «disappearing» nature of Soviet identity. They based 
on the fact that it was mainly popular with representatives of older age 
groups, respondents with primary or incomplete secondary education, 
rural residents: that’s why it had to disappear from the structure of social 
identity of Belarusians «naturally» 3.

In 2016, the prevalence of identification «with the Soviet people» 
remained at about the same level as at the very beginning of the 2000s. 
However, studies of historical memory show how already in 2008-2009 
the idea of   the Soviet period of Belarusian history was transformed, and 
how ambiguous it was perceived in Belarusian historical memory. It is also 

1 Нацыянальная ідэнтычнасць беларусаў (прэзентацыя вынікаў даследвання, правед-
зенага ў траўні 2020 г.), https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Au9YfSlMv2UsTI8LPgdoz9
hk9UKMALQ8
2 Оксана Шелест. «Новые советские» беларусы: характеристики и распространенность 
идентификации с «советским народом». ЦЕТ, 2017, https://cet.eurobelarus.info/ru/library/
publication/2017/11/06/novye- sovetskie-belarusy- harakteristiki-i-rasprostranennost.html
3 Этническая и гражданская принадлежность в восприятии населения современной 
Беларуси / Л. И. Науменко, Т. В. Водолажская, 2006; Титаренко Л. Г. Развитие националь-
ной идентичности населения Беларуси в условиях современных глобализационных 
и интеграционных процессов // Взаимодействие устойчивости и инновационности 
в развитии белорусского общества: сборник научных трудов / НАН Беларуси, Институт 
социологии, 2009
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and in Belarus, but their content was quite different.
For Belarusians, a positive image of the Soviet past is formed mainly 

due to the predominance of the memory of victory in the Second World 
War, while other events of the Soviet period are perceived contradic-
tory. It should be noted that even the fact that Stalin ruled the country 
during the war did not save the activities of this historical person from 
a pronounced negative assessment by the inhabitants of Belarus 1. As we 
know, the state historical policy in Russia in the rehabilitation of Stalinism 
has achieved impressive success during this time (according to the Levada 
Centre, «in 2019, the total assessments of the positive attitude («admira-
tion», «respect» and «sympathy») of Russia inhabitants to Stalin reached 
the maximum rate for all the years of research – they were demonstrated 
by every second participant in the survey» 2).

Moreover, even the perception of the heroic event most uniting for 
the two societies – the victory in the Second World War – in Belarus has 
its own «national accent» which only grew stronger over time («there is 
a huge number of victims among the Belarusian people, which acquires 
the status of not only a hero nation, but also a martyr nation. A special 
role is played by the so-called «partisan myth». Gradually, the concept of 
«the Soviet people as the victor of nazism» is fading into the shadows, and 
this place of honour is occupied by the Belarusian people»).

Despite the fact that the Soviet period is the most actualized in the 
historical memory of Belarusians, they are looking for the origins of the 
Belarusian statehood in much earlier eras than the creation of the BSSR 
(Principality of Polack, Grand Duchy of Lithuania), and they see the key 
heroes of Belarusian history who have no connection whatsoever with 
Russian or with Soviet discourse: Francysk Skaryna, Euphrosyne of Polack.

At the same time, the Belarusian society stays under the strong influ-
ence of the Russian information space, including Russian mass culture. 
In 2016 almost three quarters of Belarusians believed that Belarusian 
culture is closer to Russian than to European. Of course, language is 
a powerful factor in this influence. Despite the efforts of the nationally 
oriented part of the Belarusian society after Belarus gained indepen-
dence and the policy of «soft Belarusianization» in 2014, the majority 
of Belarusians use mainly Russian language, which largely determines 
cultural consumption. It is necessary to note the increasing role and 
significance of the Belarusian language as the language of national 

1 Алексей Ластовский. Специфика исторической памяти в Беларуси: между советским 
прошлым и национальной перспективой // Вестник общественного мнения, 2009, №  4.
2 Левада- центр. Динамика отношения к Сталину, 2019. https://www.levada.ru/2019/04/16/
dinamika- otnosheniya-k-stalinu/
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preservation of the nation, which has been observed in recent years, 
but these processes are still more symbolic and not much supported 
by real language practices 1. The competence of Belarusians in the field 
of other languages is rather low, so the Russian- language information 
space remains dominant in Belarus.

Finally, Belarusians are quite clearly aware of the country’s economic 
dependence on Russia, although sometimes ideas about this dependence 
are based on outdated knowledge from the times of the USSR. However, 
the awareness of this dependence does not mean that Belarusians con-
sider it positive: for example, in 2016, almost half of Belarusians named 
the development of economic relations with Russia as steps to improve 
the economic situation in the country, but at the same time, more than 
a third insisted on the development of relations with the EU 2. The aware-
ness of the need for changes, which, among other things, will reduce the 
economic dependence of Belarus on external players, is evidenced by 
the gradually growing understanding of the need for market reforms 3.

Thus, we can say that for the majority of Belarusians all the years of 
the existence of the Republic of Belarus as an independent state, Russia 
has remained an important actor culturally, historically and economi-
cally. However, the content of connections and relationships has changed 
significantly over the past thirty years. The commonality of the historical 
memory of Belarusians and Russians today rests practically only on the 
idea of   the commonality of the «Soviet past», which, in fact, turns out to 
be not so common, since the Russian and Belarusian discourses empha-
size completely different elements of Soviet history. The Belarusians are 
looking for the origins of the Belarusian statehood and the pantheon of 
historical heroes without any connection with Russian discourse. In the 
complex structure of Belarusian identity, the «Russian- Soviet» is present 
along with other types of identifications (European, cosmopolitan, poly-
confessional), creating complex interconnections. Language and economic 
dependence remain the strongest factors of connection with the «Russian 
world»; however, their strength, albeit slowly, is weakening – if not in actual 
terms, then at least in their attitudes towards the future.

1 Дарья Урбан. Ценности населения Беларуси, 2018, http://www.research.by/webroot/
delivery/files/SR_19_01.pdf
2 Оксана Шелест. Социальная база программ трансформаций в Беларуси. Отчет по ре-
зультатам исследования. ЦЕТ, 2017, https://cet.eurobelarus.info/files/userfiles/5/CET/2017_
Innovation- Belarus- RU.pdf
3 Артем Шрайбман. Что думают белорусы? Белорусы не верят, что могут повлиять на 
государство, https://thinktanks.by/project/2020/01/14/belorusy-ne-veryat-chto-mogut- povliyat-
na-gosudarstvo-i-vse-menshe- polagayutsya-na-nego.html
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gradually moved away from Russia over the past 30 years (despite the 
policy of the ruling regime in Belarus), the attitude towards Russia as the 
closest and friendliest neighbour was quite strong in most of the Belaru-
sian society until the events of 2019 and 2020. But over the past two years 
this attitude has undergone a serious transformation. This is connected 
to the political plans and imperial ambitions of Russia, which do not take 
into account the change in civil consciousness in Belarus.

«Deepening Integration» as a Challenge to Belarusian 
Sovereignty
Since Vladimir Putin has come to power, Russian policy has been built 

on revanchist aspirations of reviving either the USSR or the greatness of 
the Russian Empire. In any case, this policy denies the right to self-deter-
mination of nations and peoples, which Russia considers to be parts of its 
lost empire. Until recently, this policy did not touch Belarus much, both 
in fact and in terms of public opinion reactions to the events in Georgia, 
Armenia and Azerbaijan, Moldova.

Events in Ukraine 2013-2014 became a turning point that changed the 
nature of the balance between pro- European and pro- Russian sentiments 
in Belarusian society, which was approximately parity over the previous 
decade. The mass assessment of these events was influenced equally by 
the strengthening of Russian propaganda in the media and the obvious 
weakness of the Western countries in the issue of resolving the conflict 
and limiting Russia’s aggression against Ukraine. It is important to note 
that if until 2012 the shares of supporters of unification with Russia and 
accession to the EU changed in the «either-or» logic (that is, an increase 
in the share of supporters of one vector was accompanied by a decrease 
in the share of supporters of the other), then another trend was outlined 
in 2012, taking shape in 2014. This trend is expressed in the fact that the 
number of opponents of both geopolitical alliances has increased. The 
choice of Belarusians has become less and less based on the logic «either 
to Russia or to Europe, there is no third option», and more and more de-
veloped in the logic of independent development.

Despite the fact that both the Belarusian authorities and most of the Be-
larusian society did not express condemnation of Russia’s actions in Ukraine, 
the situation itself became a serious trigger of national pre-self-determination 
in Belarus. Even the Belarusian regime was forced to agree to «soft Belaru-
sization», that is, careful encouragement of the development of Belarusian 
culture and strengthening of national identity. Partial decrease of state pres-
sure made it possible to develop the activity of civil society organizations and 
cultural initiatives aimed at strengthening the Belarusian identity.
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In 2016, a significant majority of Belarusians considered the Belarusian 
nation «valid». The content of the Belarusian identity, cultural and value 
orientations in the Belarusian society remain very diverse. However, the 
rooting of the value of independence, the country’s sovereignty became 
an important component of the development of civic consciousness of 
Belarusians precisely in the period of 2014-2019.

A sharp change in Russian policy towards Belarus at the end of 2018 
(«forced integration», forcing the Belarusian authorities to develop of the 
so-called «road maps» for the implementation of the program of building 
the so-called «Union State») was built clearly without taking into account 
changes in the public consciousness of Belarusians. It is obvious that 
neither the Russian nor the Belarusian authorities took into account the 
attitude of the Belarusians themselves to «deep integration». The Belaru-
sian society did not immediately respond to this challenge, but thanks to 
the reaction of intellectuals and activists, the emergence of the «Fresh 
Wind» public campaign, the involvement of nationally oriented candidates 
for parliamentary elections in the information campaign, in late autumn 
and early winter the preservation of the country’s independence became 
the main issue on the political agenda.

BAW polls suggest that during 2019 «a change in geopolitical orienta-
tion took place in Belarusian society». During this short period the share 
of supporters of an alliance with Russia (in posing the question of a tough 

The answers to the questions: «If tomorrow there is referendum 
on Belarus entering the EU, how would you vote?»; 
«If tomorrow there is referendum on the union of 

Belarus and Russia, how would yoiu vote?», %

Geopolitical self-determination of Belarusians, 2005-20161

1 Динамика общественного мнения в Беларуси (данные «НИСЭПИ», 2005-2016), сведе-
ние данных автора, http://www.iiseps.org/?p=114
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alternative: either unification with Russia or accession to the EU) decreased 
from 60.4% to 40.4%. At the same time, pro- European sentiments in so-
ciety have increased: the number of supporters of joining the European 
Union has grown from 24.4% to 32% 1.

However, these changes are just a reaction to Russian pressure and 
an attempt on national sovereignty, which has indeed become an inde-
pendent value for Belarusians (about half of the respondents to an online 
survey conducted in May 2020 agreed with the statement that «the inde-
pendence of Belarus is the most important achievement for the last 30 
years» 2). Survey data from the same BAW show that the type of relations 
with Russia desired by Belarusians during this period did not change, three 
quarters of Belarusians still believed that «Belarus and Russia should be 
independent but friendly countries» 3.

It is obvious that the «forceful integration» causes a negative reaction 
in the Belarusian society. The reality is that if the Belarusians are not forced 
into a situation of tough need to choose between this eternal dilemma, 
between the East and the West, Russia and the EU, the number of sup-

1 Обвальное падение: число сторонников союза с Россией снизилось на треть, 2020, 
https://belsat.eu/ru/news/obvalnoe- padenie-chislo- storonnikov-soyuza-s-rossiej- snizilos-na-tret/
2 Нацыянальная ідэнтычнасць беларусаў (прэзентацыя вынікаў даследвання, правед-
зенага ў траўні 2020 г.), https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Au9YfSlMv2UsTI8LPgdoz9
hk9UKMALQ8
3 Опрос: 74,6 процента белорусов высказались за полную независимость, 2020, 
https://thinktanks.by/publication/2020/02/07/opros-746-protsenta- belorusov-vyskazalis-za-
polnuyu- nezavisimost.html

Do you believe that Belarusians can be called 
a self-sustaining nation? (%)

Assessment of the completeness of the nation-building process in Belarus, 2016
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porters of both alliances will significantly decrease. The most widespread 
attitude of Belarusians today is to preserve an independent state while 
building normal, mutually beneficial relations with neighbours.

Today we do not know how the attitude towards Russia, or rather, 
towards the policy of the Kremlin, is changing in Belarusian society in 
the current situation. The protests against the rigging of the presidential 
elections in August 2020 grew into a confrontation between Belarusian 
society and the regime. In this situation the Kremlin sided with Lukash-
enka dictatorship. Research into the mood of protesters shows that this 
position evokes a negative attitude even among those people who until 
that time had a positive attitude towards Russia 1. The available data are 
not representative, covering only the most active part of supporters of 
changes in Belarus. Although with a fairly high degree of certainty it can 
be assumed that the current policy of the Kremlin will significantly accel-
erate the distancing of wide circles of the Belarusian society from Russia.

Summing up this article, one should note that until recently, the 
Belarusian society in a significant part had positive attitude towards Rus-
sia. The commonality of a close historical past, family, friendship and 
business ties, a common linguistic and, in many respects, cultural space 

1 Голос улицы»: социологические наблюдения, 2020, http://fly-uni.org/prastora/golos- ulicy-
sociologicheskie- nabljudenija/; Народный опрос: Беларусь после выборов (04.10.2020), 
https://public.tableau.com/profile/narodny.opros#!/vizhome/Narodny_opros_5/NarodnyOpros

What the relations between Belarus and Russia should look like?

Dynamics of public opinion on relations with Russia, 2018-2019

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

2018, April

2019, December
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Belarus and Russia should be independent and but friendly states — with open borders with no visas 
and customs

Belarus and Russia should unite into “union state”

Belarus should be included into Russian Federation as a separate subject

Belarusian relations with Russia should look like the relations with the other neighbours — 
with controlled borders, visas and customs

Di�cult to say / No answer
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made Russia the closest neighbour for Belarusians. However, the process 
of completing the formation of the Belarusian nation and strengthening 
the value of sovereignty today comes into confrontation with the imperial 
policy of Russia. In addition, a powerful demand for democratic changes 
has formed in Belarusian society, which also alienates Belarus from Rus-
sia in its current state.

It should be understood, however, that today’s transformations in 
Belarusian society have no geopolitical dimension either as a cause or 
as a content. In other words, the most important issue for Belarusians 
today is not the choice between the conditional East and the conditional 
West, but the re-establishment, reboot of their own state, change of the 
political system in the country. Taking into account the peculiarities of 
Belarusian history and identity, which we briefly referred to at the begin-
ning of the article, it can be assumed that the orientation to preserve the 
«borderline», «distancing» from any geopolitical influences will prevail at 
the next stage of development of Belarusian society.

Aksana Shelest, 
Ph.D., Analyst of Centre for European Transformation, Belarus

Which union of states is better for Belarusian people? (%)

Attitude of Belarusians to Different Integration Prospects (September 
2019)1

1 Национальный опрос 2019. PACT, https://thinktanks.by/publication/2019/10/29/
belorusskiy-natsionalnyy-opros-2019-goda-obschestvennoe-mnenie-ne-menyaetsya.html

22
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43

17

The Union with Russia The European Union Independent Belarus Di�cult to say / No answer
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Russian Information Impact  
as a Threat to the Sovereignty  
of the Republic of Belarus

Abstract. The main research question: is the informational influence 
of Russia in Belarus a threat to the sovereignty of Belarus? The article is 
written on the basis of official materials of the Belarusian government, 
NGOs of Belarus, international expert organizations, as well as materials 
from Belarusian and Russian media 2019-2020. The Belarusian authorities 
cannot and will not be able to withstand the informational influence of 
Russian media for several reasons. Among the most serious ones are the 
lack of an effective connection between the state- owned mass media of 
Belarus and the population, which for a quarter of a century has been 
in the role of the mute «recipient» of the ideological influence of the 
authoritarian regime of Lukashenko. Recognizing officially that the share 
of Russian content in Belarus is at least 65%, the country’s authorities are 
only capable of administrative and purely nominal measures to protect 
their own information space. At the same time, the obvious signs of both 
spoken and unspoken real preparation of Russian information resources 
intended for active anti- Belarusian actions are multiplying. As a result, 
the balance of threats and defense against them is clearly in favor of the 
threats. And this testifies to the very pessimistic prospects of countering 
the Russian political invasion of Belarus.

Introduction
The whole 2019 was marked by numerous Kremlin intrigues aimed 

at more solid binding of Belarus to the Russian domestic and foreign 
policy. This was caused, first of all, by the need for a solution to V. Putin’s 
«problem of 2024.» However, the rejection expressed by A. Lukashenko of 
the «integration ultimatum» of Russia as well as public conflicts between 
the two presidents seemed to have removed the «Belarusian issue» 
from the agenda. However, the subsequent events have shown that this 
is not the case. Changes in the Constitution of the Russian Federation, 
supposedly, «resolving» the question of the legitimacy of extending of the 
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  presidential powers of V. Putin, do not imply Moscow’s refusal to pursue 

an economic and political merger with a strategic partner. This is clearly 
demonstrated in the statement of the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
on January 17, 2020 1. A massive Russian media campaign to undermine the 
legitimacy of A. Lukashenko’s regime, which began in April 2020, leaves no 
doubt about the true purpose of these actions. Whatever it may be called – 
«integration», «assimilation» or even «incorporation» – it is now clear that 
one of the most important components of Russian expansion in Belarus 
is already present. More precisely, it ’s the information infrastructure, 
which will play its role in the «hybrid» military- political operations in 
a certain «X-hour».

The specifics of the information situation in Belarus
a) technical and technological aspects. The media sphere of the Republic 

of Belarus is a fully developed (even by European and world standards) 
system of technical means of communication and information technology, 
providing the population of the country with up-to-date information about 
the most important events in the country and abroad. By the beginning 
of 2019, about 34 people in every hundred in Belarus were the users 
of stationary broadband Internet access, and 86.1 people in a hundred 
had wireless broadband access. The proportion of households with 
Internet access in the total number of households is 78%. The width 
of the external channel for the Internet access is 1240 Gbit/s. In the 
information and communication technologies (ICT) index, consisting of 
76 countries, Belarus is 32nd with a rating of 7.55, heading the list among 
the countries- participants in the EAEU (including Russia) 2. The dynamics 
in the development of the ICT sector is also observed.

Television occupies the main position in terms of coverage and real 
communication of the population with the media. With technical availability 
of 99.5%, the share of this media, according to various sources, is about 
72% of the country’s population (varying from 68.7% in cities to 83.7% in 
rural areas). The largest part of the TV audience is people aged 50 years 
and older. At the same time the interactive television (IPTV and Smart TV) 
is getting more and more popular. The share of interactive TV users of the 
country reached 50% in 2019 3.

1 Заявление МИДа РФ, 2020, https://www.mid.ru/ru/foreign_policy/news/-/asset_publisher/
cKNonkJE02Bw/content/id/3995958
2 Беларусь в Индекс развития информационно- коммуникационных технологий,
http://scienceportal.org.by/upload/2018/Portal%20news/Ranking/4.%20ICT%20BY.pdf
https://mpt.gov.by/ru/news/25-01-2018-2686
3 Информационное общество в Республике Беларусь. Статистический сборник, 2019, 
http://www.belstat.gov.by/upload/iblock/d70/d70177df955d97e7780c924986cfe5f1.pdf
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The production of Internet resources is closer to the share of television 
in prevalence (about 72% of the population by the end of 2019). However, 
in age-related stratification, the share of Internet communication among 
the youth is almost 92%, among people aged 30-39 it is almost 86%, while 
the citizens of 40-49 years old are a «transitional» category that uses both 
TV and the Internet equally. Nowadays about 60% of traffic in Belarus 
falls on mobile devices. The total number of mobile users in January 2020 
in Belarus was 11.93 million. More than 85% of them use mobile devices 
based on the Android operating system 1.

According to the Ministry of Communications of the Republic of 
Belarus, the coverage of the population by the largest state radio channels 
in the broadcast range is up to 99.92%. The most popular FM radio channels 
cover from 54% to 98% of the population 2. According to the Information 
and Analytical Center under the President of the Republic of Belarus, 
almost 35% of the population listen to radio with varying frequency. 
However, the proportion of those who spend more than an hour listening 
to the radio is about 13%. The most popular device is the FM receiver 
(almost 77%), almost 20% of the population use mobile phones to listen 
to the radio, while online broadcasting is popular with 15%. The last two 
channels of radio communication are rapidly increasing their audience 3.

64% of citizens of Belarus consider themselves regular consumers of 
the «paper» press, although weekly newspapers are read by about one 
third of the population, while daily press is read by less than 14%. At the 
same time, the audience is getting more and more involved in the Internet 
communication as well as reading publications on websites. The dynamics 
of the annual growth of this category of readers is at least 20-25%. In recent 
years, there has also been a significant increase in online news media 
audiences as well as diversification of content distribution channels, including 
social networks, instant messengers and recommendation services 4.

b) ideological and legal aspects. Taking the purely quantitative 
indicators of the development of the media sphere in Belarus, its specific 
qualitative features should be noted. In Belarus, there is an absolute 
dominance of state- owned media. It would seem that statistics indicate 
the opposite: in 1277 non-state media, there are only 641 state- owned 
ones. However, the «trick» is that most of the non-state media are 

1 DIGITAL 2020: BELARUS, 2020, https://datareportal.com/reports/digital-2020-belarus
2 Белтелеком. Портал рейтингой оценки, 2019,  
https://beltelecom.by/business/tv/sound- broadcasting-in-the-vhf-band
3 Республика Беларусь в зеркале социологии. Вып.10. ИАЦ, 2018,  
http://eschool.by/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/011.pdf
4 Медиа в Беларуси. 2020. Аналитический доклад. БАЖ, 2020,  
https://baj.by/sites/default/files/event/files/2020/report_media2020_rus.pdf
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  openly apolitical in nature, and those «few» state- owned ones simply 

quantitatively suppress independent media with their circulations and 
television broadcasting time. In the budget for 2020, 164,187,797 rubles 
(about $ 80.5 million at the exchange rate) were allocated for financing the 
state media. Non-state mass media, especially those of a sociopolitical 
orientation, have been subjected to diverse and brutal persecution for 
decades – from unequal economic conditions (which is a direct violation 
of the Constitution of the Republic of Belarus) to direct repression such as 
fines, detention of journalists, arrests of print runs, extrajudicial closures 
of publications etc. According to the results of 2019, the Reporters Without 
Borders organization placed Belarus at 153rd place in the world from 180 
countries in terms of press freedom 1.

Direct service of state media to the interests of authoritarian power is 
not only not hidden, but also directly declared by the head of the state and 
other senior officials. Moreover, such «service» is based on an appropriate 
«legal» basis: for example, the Belteleradiocompany is not just a state- 
owned enterprise, but also a government body, reporting personally to the 
president. Those 72% of the population that regularly receive information 
on television channels are completely influenced by the state propaganda 
machine as there are simply no alternative television channels in the 
distribution package for cable networks.

As it was mentioned above, only 12% of the population is the regular 
audience of the radio. At the same time the programs of the state 
holding company BTRK prevail on the national scale, whilst the FM band 
is completely driven into the ghetto of «entertainment» broadcasting.

Notably, administrative arbitrariness keep apace with the modern 
technologies. The restrictive and even repressive nature of amendments 
and additions to the Law of the Republic of Belarus «On Mass Media», 
adopted at the beginning of 2018, led to the fact that only six non-state 
sites dared to register as online publications at the beginning of 2020. 
Changes in the law contain a number of provisions that force various 
owners of Internet resources such as legal entities, entrepreneurs, as well 
as providers and even ordinary users to beware constantly of possible 
sanctions: fines, prosecutions and even closure of the online publication 2.

Human rights organizations of Belarus together with authoritative 
international expert commissions have repeatedly stated the long-term and 
systemic crisis in the media sphere of Belarus caused by unlawful actions of 
the authorities 3. For example, in October 2018, the national human rights 

1 WORLD PRESS FREEDOM INDEX, 2019. REPORTERS WITHOUT BORDERS.  
https://rsf.org/en/ranking/2019
2 Изменения в закон о СМИ, 2018, https://news.tut.by/society/587348.html
3 Сайт БАЖ. Аналитика, https://baj.by/ru/analytics/45
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coalition prepared a report for the UN on the implementation by the Republic 
of Belarus of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. The 
Freedom of Speech section (question 29) of the report, prepared by the 
Belarusian Association of Journalists with the participation of the human 
rights organization Human Constanta, noted a deep trouble in this area. This 
report, together with the report of the authorities of the Republic of Belarus, 
was considered at the 124th session of the UN Committee on Human Rights 1.

c) the problems of national self-identification. The increase in the 
volume of national content of Belarusian media has had a long and 
unfavorable history, lasting since the beginning of the 2000s. An example of 
this kind of «Belarusization», carried out several years earlier, has already 
shown its negative results. Instead of real support for truly national forces 
and resources, state- owned media did some false reporting, counting 
such musicians and singers as Andrei Makarevich, Diana Arbenina, 
Alena Sviridova, Boris Moiseev, Yuri Antonov etc. as «Belarusian» ones. 
In addition to that, on February 2018, the Minister of Information 
Alexander Karlyukevich held a meeting of the Ministry of Information 
where he explained that the authorities of Belarus intend to continue 
«Belarusization» by expanding the «national» content in the media. In 
particular, the norm of 30% of telecasts of «national production» was 
introduced to television companies. Within six months, this figure should 
not fall below 15%. To the reasonable questions of the journalists on 
where to get such a volume of «own» production, taking into account the 
financial and intellectual capabilities of the Belarusian television workers, 
the minister replied that the Belarusian themes will pass as the Belarusian 
content. He also noted that in aid a certain governmental document 
«will be developed and will define a national product». The Minister of 
Information repeated the mantra of 30% of national content in February 
2020 as a task to be completed by December 2020, as if he has forgotten 
that a similar task was set more than once by himself.

Summarizing, we may state that the media of Belarus cannot be called 
national either in the political or in the mental and cultural senses. The 
main specifics of the functioning of the media sphere of Belarus are the 
combination of the quite «European» development of the technical basis 
and the latest information technologies with the absolute dominance of 
state media and the general weakening of the national component in the 
thematic content of television, radio programs and Internet resources.

1 Альтернативный доклад национальной правозащитной коалиции о выполнении Ре-
спубликой Бкеларусь Международного пакта о гражданских и политических правах. 
Представляется к 124-й сессии Комитета ООН по правам человека. Май- Октябрь, 2018, 
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/Treaties/CCPR/Shared%20Documents/BLR/INT_CCPR_CSS_
BLR_31288_R.pdf
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Russian informational influence in Belarus
a) quantitative characteristics:

• according to the information coming from the official Belarusian 
sources, among the country ’s most popular print media are 
the «presidential» newspaper «Sovetskaya Belorussia» (17.3%), 
«Komsomolskaya Pravda in Belarus» (16.8%) and «Arguments and Facts 
in Belarus» (14.6%) 1. The state newspaper «Sovetskaya Belorussia» 
enjoys enormous financial and massive administrative support such 
as direct allocation of budget funds and compulsory subscription, 
which, however, does not contribute to the growth of its popularity 
compared to Russian publications. In terms of monthly coverage the 
four of the most popular radio stations are the state- owned «Radius 
FM» (12.2%) and the First National Channel (8.8%), as well as Russian 
media «Radiorox» (6.2%) and «Russian Radio» (4.7%). The catalog of 
online radio stations in Belarus encompasses 25 Belarusian (including, 
for some reason, «Russkoe Radio», «Radiroks» and «Radio Mir»), 17 
Russian radio stations as well as 3 Ukrainian ones 2.

• The most obvious Russian informational presence appears in the most 
popular media such as television and the Internet. The Information 
and Analytical Center under the President of the Republic of Belarus, 
states that «among the most popular projects in terms of audience 
preferences the leading ones are Russian television products (talk 
shows, analytical and entertainment projects). At the same time, they 
include television Russian- Belarusian «mixes» such as «ONT», «STV», 
«RTR-Belarus» and «NTV-Belarus» into the category of «Belarusian» 
television. In general, according to the statements made by the 
representatives of the presidential administration, the share of Russian 
content in the media of Belarus is at least 65% 3.

• at the end of February 2019 the authoritative public organization 
«Belarusian Association of Journalists» (numerous awards from the 
World Association of Newspapers, the European Parliament, the Atlantic 
Council of the USA, etc.) published the results of special monitoring. 
The main conclusion was that there is significant presence of the 
information of Russian origin in the television space of Belarus. In 
prime time of the leading channels, which are mandatory for inclusion 

1 Республика Беларусь в зеркале социологии. Вып.10. ИАЦ, 2018,  
http://eschool.by/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/011.pdf
2 Радиостанции Беларуси онлайн, http://www.tamby.info/smi/smi-radio.htm
3 Российский контент на белорусском ТВ, 2016,
https://naviny.by/article/20161207/1481090841-rossiyskiy- kontent-na-belorusskom-tv-rezat- 
boyatsya-zameshchat- nechem
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in the package of cable TV operators, the share of Russian content 
varies from 49 to 67% of airtime 1. On some TV channels it reaches 70% 
(«RTR-Belarus»), and even 82% («NTV-Belarus»). According to long-term 
observations of the «Satio» group of companies, «ONT», which is a «mix» 
of the Russian «Channel One» and Belarusian broadcasting, is watched 
by 65.58% of Belarusians, while the purely Belarusian channel Belarus 1 
is watched by 50.63% of the population. In addition, all channels of the 
National Belteleradiocompany, without exception, massively purchase 
Russian TV shows, talk shows, and music programs 2.

• The picture is very similar in the Internet space. According to 
«GemiusAudience», a quarter of Belarusians do not visit Belarusian 
sites at all, while a third of them learn the latest news through the 
Russian media 3. This is largely due to the fact that part of the Belarusian 
audience does not get to news sites directly, but through aggregators 
of large Internet corporations such as American Google, Microsoft, 
Russian Yandex and Mail.ru. In the news section of the Yandex home 
page, Russian information (including the information on Belarus) takes 
up 90%. The reason for this situation is discrimination of the Belarusian 
media by global news services, such as Google News or Yandex.News. 
This was announced at the 4th Internet Governance Forum (IGF Belarus), 
which was held at the end of November 2019 in Minsk, as well as at the 
hearings at the Helsinki Commission of the US Congress. The Declaration 
of the Belarusian media community «On the need for geographical 
localization of the Internet services and the recognition of the Internet 
segment of Belarus as a separate market» 4 came out as a response. 
However, the prospects for the development of such an initiative are very 
vague. Meanwhile, Belarusian Internet media (including the independent 
ones) are forced to reckon with the information habits of the Belarusian 
audience and post information of Russian origin on their websites.
b) content characteristics:

• Due to peculiar TV «mixes» as well as the inclusion of Russian products 
into the context of their own programs, Belarusian TV channels 

1 Мониторинг пророссийской пропаганды в медиа Беларуси. БАЖ, 2019,
https://baj.by/sites/default/files/analytics/files/present_by_baj-for-media_v.1.2_0.pdf
2 Продвижение «русского мира идет через белорусские каналы. БАЖ, 2019,
https://baj.by/be/analytics/prodvizhenie- russkogo-mira-idet-cherez- belorusskie-tv-kanaly-
bazh-prezentoval- monitoring
3 Траціна беларусаў чытаюць навіны у расейскіх СМІ. Чаму так і што 
з гэтым рабіць, 2019, https://www.svaboda.org/a/30309171.html
4 Декларация о необходимости географической локализации Интернет- сервисов и при-
знании Интернет- сегмента Беларуси отдельным рынком. БАЖ, 2019, https://baj.by/be/
analytics/deklaraciya-o-neobhodimosti- geograficheskoy-lokalizacii- internet-servisov-i-priznaniya
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  centrally create a Russian- centric picture of the world in the minds of 

their viewers, built according to uniform patterns;
• the presence of the ideas of the «Russian world» in the Belarusian 

information space is multi- layered: at the level of global, regional 
political context, as well as at the level of entertainment content;

• the main messages of pro- Russian propaganda are stereotypes that are 
well known to the Belarusian audience: «We, the Slavs share a common 
history», «there is no alternative to cooperation between Russia and 
Belarus», «Belarus is an outpost of Russia in the West», «the EU is 
rotting and collapsing», «USA is a threat to peace «,» Ukraine poses 
a danger to surrounding countries».

• propaganda stereotypes skillfully dissolve in the mass of television 
and Internet products, which are nominally «entertaining.» The vast 
majority of television series (distributed both by software broadcasting 
and Internet services) are devoted to the so-called «Patriotic 
themes.» However, this is predominantly «Soviet» or «Russian state» 
patriotism, with its cultivation of the omnipotence of power services, 
unquestioning subordination of the personal to not even «public», 
but «official» matters; demonstrative suppression of all dissent as 
well as the individual’s right to choose independently. Police officers, 
prosecutors, special services, and the military are deliberately chosen 
as the main «heroes» of the Russian series. They make up at least 
a third of all the characters of the Russian TV series production that is 
broadcast at the prime time of the seven key Belarusian TV channels 1.

• the screen adaptation of the landmark events of Russian history 
is carried out from well-defined ideological positions that call into 
question the principles of the state structure of the countries of the 
«near abroad» (including Belarus);

• Among other, the most common topics of «moral and ethical» topics 
are distorted ideas about love and fidelity, sources of welfare, family 
attitudes and education of future generations.

• Aggressive demonstration of moral emptiness, reinterpretation of the 
most important moral principles, mass production of shows propagating 
the cult of thoughtless consumerism, hedonism, which is playing the 
role of a huge and ongoing «factoid», dominate in the field of «purely 
entertaining» broadcasting. Programs of this nature are quantitatively 
dominant in the structure of Russian broadcasting 2. In Belarus, Russian 
TV shows and entertainment programs account for three quarters of the 

1 Почепцов, Георгий. Пропаганда в обычной и гибридной вой не. Медиа сапиенс, 2017, 
https://ms.detector.media/trends/1411978127/propaganda_v_obychnoy_i_gibridnoy_voyne/
2 Тенденции российского телеэфира, 2017, https://adindex.ru/publication/analitics/
channels/2017/10/10/166352.phtml.
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total time spent watching television. While news and political programs 
interest only 14% of television audiences of all age categories 1.
As a result, Russian media created a peculiar picture of the world in the 

minds of the population of Belarus, where Russian chauvinistic stereotypes, 
the cult of violence and «yellowness» became dominant. Standards like these 
are laid down in the program policy of the most popular Russian television 
channels, which now form the public consciousness of the population not 
only of this huge country, but also of Russian- speaking audiences in the 
«near» and «far» abroad countries. In the context of Belarusian- Russian 
relations, the dominance of Russian media should be regarded as a threat 
to democratic values and national self-identification of Belarusian citizens. 
This is directly stated in the «Strategy of the Independent Media Sector of 
the Republic of Belarus for 2019-2024», signed by the leading independent 
journalists and media experts of the country in December 2018 2.

Over the past year and a half, some facts have been observed that 
signify the transition of such threats from potential into a real. They can be 
divided into: a) individual actions designed to probe the public opinion of 
the population of Belarus by «leaking» obviously provocative information; 
b) purposeful activities to create a network of Internet sources with a clear 
anti- Belarusian orientation.

Among the «probing» actions are the «survey» conducted by the Center 
for Spatial Analysis of International Relations, IMI MGIMO, the results 
of which were published by the Russian newspaper Kommersant at the 
end of November 2019, 10 days before the day of negotiations between 
A. Lukashenko and V. Putin about «road maps», deepening the «integration» 
between Russia and Belarus. According to the results of this survey, 
57.6% of Belarusians favor allied relations with Russia, while 31.8% favor 
partnership ones. Some of the oddities of this survey drew the attention 
of professional sociologists. MGIMO is a reputable Russian university, 
nevertheless, it is not known as an organization that conducts surveys, 
that is supposed to have a network of interviewers and the corresponding 
infrastructure. Moreover, MGIMO does not have accreditation for 
conducting sociometric activities in Belarus. Out of the 7,000 thousand calls 
that were made, only 500 fully completed questionnaires were received. 
According to sociologists, such a large proportion of those who did not 
respond does not correspond to the common sociological practice 3. The 

1 Республика Беларусь в зеркале социологии. Вып.10. ИАЦ, 2018, http://eschool.by/wp-
content/uploads/2019/04/011.pdf
2 У Мінску ўпершыню падпісаная Стратэгія незалежнага медыясектару Беларусі, 2018,
https://by.belapan.by/archive/2018/12/20/985988_12345/
3 Политолог и социолог о том, хотят ли 90% белорусов союза и партнерства с Россией, 
2019, https://gazetaby.com/post/politolog-i-sociolog-o-tom-xotyat-li-90-belorusov-/158690/
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  creation of the illusion that the population of Belarus supports in-depth 

integration with Russia through such surveys that are not representative 
can be classified as know-how of pro- Kremlin sites 1.

Recently, efforts aimed at creating a stable and ramified network of 
information resources that are not controlled by the Belarusian authorities 
and have unidentified sources of funding have become evident. At the 
same time, such resources have a clear Belarusian (more precisely, anti- 
Belarusian) thematic focus. The EAST Analytical Center (The International 
Strategic Action Network for Security) has published the results of a three-
year monitoring of anti- Belarusian agitation and propaganda in the Russian 
media. In a year 2016 Russian websites with a broad informational agenda 
only partially focused on Belarus. Over the past two years, in contrast, 
about a dozen active sources of misinformation and a hostile language 
against Belarus have emerged. As it was noted at a hearing at the Helsinki 
Commission of the US Congress at the end of November 2019, more than 
a dozen Russian sites that used to focus on Ukraine and Syria added Belarus 
to their main sites during 2018-2019. The number of Internet resources that 
regularly post disinformation, propaganda stereotypes and the language 
of hostility towards Belarus has increased several times (up to about 40). 
In general, a full-fledged, coordinated network of regional sites of anti- 
Belarusian, chauvinistic orientation began to operate, striving to discredit 
the values of the Belarusian ethnic group, the history of Belarus as an 
independent, sovereign state. There is the evidence of a connection between 
the authors and organizers of these information resources with «specific» 
public organizations in Russia and even its diplomatic missions. Expanding 
the scope of activities of such «disruptive» sites is a matter of time and 
financial resources, which are not lacking, the authors of the study note 2.

At the end of February 2020 the experts of the iSANS international 
initiative, after in-depth monitoring of the VKontakte social network, 
discovered about forty public pages of different levels and coverage, 
posting content that discredited the ideas of independence of Belarus 
and Belarusian identity. According to them, at the present time «… the 
propaganda machine is more likely to be tested than run at full capacity on 
the social networks. Nevertheless, such groups are the ground environment 
enabling to work out propaganda thesis for a Belarusian audience» 3

1 Што казалі пра расейскі ўплыў на слуханнях Хельсікскай камісіі ЗША, 2019,  
https://www.svaboda.org/a/30282940.html
2 Елисеев Андрей. Кардинальные перемены в антибелорусской дезинформации и про-
паганде: анализ количественных и качественных изменений, 2019, http://east-center.org/
wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Belarus- Disinformation- Propaganda-2019-RU.pdf
3 Эксперты iSANS сoсавили карту антибелорусских сообществ в соцсетях, 2020,  
https://reform.by/jeksperty- isans-sostavili- kartu-antibelarusskih- soobshhestv-v-socsetjah
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These and other communication «features» of the Belarusian media 
sphere create favorable conditions to enhance influence on the population 
of Belarus in the interests of a neighboring country that has the status 
of a «union» state. Specialists in the field of cybersecurity warn about 
the dangerous accumulation of the signs of a «hybrid war» in relation to 
Belarus. The international company Group- IB, specializing in the prevention 
of cyber attacks, recognized the use of cyber weapons in open military 
operations as the most frightening trend of 2019 1. The representative of 
Kaspersky Lab in Belarus cited the following figures: local threats that were 
spread via flash drives, removable hard drives, etc. were attacked by 51% 
of Belarusian users in 2019 (in the corporate segment, their share reaches 
41%). The percentage of users who faced the attacks on the Internet was 
42%, including 13% in the corporate segment 2. These purely technological 
capabilities can be effectively used in «special» periods in the interests of 
external forces to suppress possible protest moods and actions. In the 
Belarusian segment of such social networks as Facebook and Odnoklassniki 
there has been significant increase in the number of accounts on which 
Belarusian events are commented from radically pro- Russian positions. 
The attempts to establish authorship of such publications are extremely 
challenging, which gives the experts grounds to conclude that Belarus is 
included in the list of combat goals of the «Putin trolls» 3.

Media Authoritarianism: Opportunities and Threats
The response of the Belarusian authorities to the threats was almost 

simultaneous creation (in just one month) of the Belarusian Institute for 
Strategic Studies and the adoption of the Concept of Information Security 
of Belarus in spring 2019. As stated in a press release on the creation of 
BISS, one of the main areas of its activity will be «… research on risks and 
challenges in the information sphere» 4.

During the discussion and adoption of the Concept of Information 
Security of Belarus, the idea of «information sovereignty» of the country 
was put forward. Interpretation of this concept, implicated in the 

1 Киберэксперты назвали самую пугающую тенденцию года, 2019,  
https://lenta.ru/news/2019/11/29/war/
2 «Лаборатория Ксперского»: в топ-3 киберугроз для бизнеса сотрудники на первом 
месте, 2019, https://myfin.by/stati/view/14497-laboratoriya- kasperskogo-v-top3-kiberugroz-
dlya-biznesa- sotrudniki-na-pervom- meste
3 Годун Роман. Работает ли «Фабрика троллей в Беларуси?, 2020,  
https://euroradio.fm/ru/rabotaet-li-fabrika- trolley-v-belarusi.
4 Президентскую «фабрику мысли» возглавил специалист по гостайне, 2019,
https://naviny.by/article/20190213/1550075434-prezidentskuyu- fabriku-mysli- vozglavil-specialist-
po-gostayne
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  Concept, gave the basis for expert conclusion that «in order to ensure 

its own information sovereignty, Belarus declares its neutrality and non-
participation in the information confrontation between other states and 
their blocks. Thus, Minsk relieves itself of the obligations imposed by 
Moscow to support the «anti- Western» rhetoric of the Russian state media 
and the Kremlin itself» 1.

In addition, the provision and use of the territory and infrastructure 
of Belarus to harm third countries is excluded. Monitoring of statements 
and actions of the Belarusian authorities gives reason to believe that this 
creates a legal basis for such possible actions as reducing the dependence 
on Russian content in organizing the work of Belarusian television channels 
with the subsequent reduction of broadcasting of Russian content on the 
air that is likely to happen, an increase in the share of national content; 
diversification of information flows due to the distribution in Ukraine of 
Ukrainian and other foreign, in addition to Russian, content 2.

The following conclusion can be drawn from the facts mentioned 
above: in the event of a direct threat to the information sovereignty of 
Belarus, the country’s authorities are able to take measures (mainly 
prohibitive) to protect the country ’s population from undesirable 
(disruptive) information. A striking example of this kind was the deprivation 
in April 2020 of accreditation and the expulsion of two employees of the 
Russian Channel One office. The basis for such tough measures was the 
preparation of a report on the passivity of the Belarusian authorities in 
the context of the spread of the coronavirus pandemic.

Taking into consideration these and other possible similar steps taken by 
the state structures of Belarus, it is impossible not to see their limitations, 
inconsistency and disproportion of danger. The Strategy for the Development 
of Informatization of the Republic of Belarus for 2016-2022, approved by 
the Presidium of the Council of Ministers in November 2015, contains two 
mutually exclusive (in Belarusian conditions) principles: a) the decisive role 
of the state in shaping the policy of informatization and stimulating the 
use of ICT in all spheres of life of modern society; b) openness of public 
administration, freedom of access to information and knowledge.

As a result, the non-constructive nature of such an approach is 
immediately recognized, which leads to a slowdown in the pace of 
informatization in the country: inertia of state bodies and organizations in 
resolving informatization issues; lack of motivation to change the business 
processes required for the implementation of ICT; inadequate investment in 

1 Арчаков В., Макаров О., Баньковский А. Концепция информационной безопасности 
Республики Беларусь – взгляд в будущее. Беларуская думка, 2019, №  3, https://beldumka.
belta.by/isfiles/000167_921517.pdf
2 Ibid
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ICT by both the state and business; poor use of public- private partnership 
opportunities, including in the field of education and research 1.

According to the experts of the Belarusian Association of Journalists, 
measures taken by the Belarusian authorities to protect the country’s 
information space do not seem adequate to real threats. The Belarusian 
audience regularly and systematically receives mainly Russian media 
agenda and pro- Kremlin view of the main events in the world (including 
state- owned media resources financed from the budget of Belarus). 
European mechanisms to counter dissemination of false information by 
cross- border and foreign media are not used due to the fact that Belarus 
does not participate in relevant international agreements 2.

It is the total state control over all channels of disseminating 
information in the Republic of Belarus that causes low efficiency of 
state media. Including inability to counteract informational intrusion 
from the outside. The total dominance of state propaganda and the 
weakness of sources of alternative information has led to a drop in public 
confidence in any sources of information which resulted in decrease in 
the media sustainability index, recorded by the International Non- Profit 
Organization IREX 3. At a hearing at the Helsinki Commission of the US 
Congress, (mentioned above) it was stated that it was the autocracy of 
the Lukashenko regime that did not allow Belarus to strengthen internal 
security and as a result made the country vulnerable to Russian pressure.

For the Belarusian authorities, the dichotomy of the formal legal status 
of the media and their real lack of rights is a source of contradictions that 
seem almost unsolvable. As stated in the Information Security Concept, 
«Information sovereignty of the Republic of Belarus is an integral and 
exclusive rule of law of the state to determine independently the rules of 
ownership, use and disposal of national information resources, implement 
an independent external and internal state information policy, shape 
national information infrastructure and ensure information security» 4. In 
1 Стратегия развития информатизации в Республике Беларусь на 2016-2022 годы, 2015, 
http://e-gov.by/zakony-i-dokumenty/strategiya- razvitiya-informatizacii-v-respublike- belarus-
na-2016-2022-gody
2 Модернизация медийного законодательства Республики Беларусь в сфере защиты 
национального информационного пространства. (Policy paper). 2018, http://docplayer.
ru/57745490-1-osnovnaya-  chast-1-1-opredelenie - sfery- issledovaniya-1-2-aktualnost- 
problemy-dlya-belarusi-1-3-zakonodatelstvo- respubliki-belarus-v-etoy-sfere.html
3 Беларусь потеряла позиции в  «Индексе медиаустойчивости. IREX. Но есть и  пози-
тивные сдвиги. БАЖ, 2019, https://baj.by/ru/analytics/belarus- poteryala-pozicii-v-indekse- 
mediaustoychivosti-irex-no-est-i-pozitivnye- sdvigi
4 Национальный Центр правовой информации Республики Беларусь, 7/4227, 2019,
http://multilang.etalonline.by/ru/Term/Index/31344?langName=ru&ch=%D0%92%D1%81%D0%
B5&size=25&page=7&type=3
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  such wording the right of state bodies to completely control information 

resources is not in questioned. There is no place for either «civil society» 
(a term that is not used in official documents at all), or the political 
opposition, or even for independent media. «Information security» is 
understood exclusively in the sense of state security, the protection of 
which is provided by the people in military uniforms.

However, in the political geography of today the concept of 
«sovereignty» as interpreted by the Belarusian authorities (as the 
legitimization of violence within the «national» territory) is increasingly 
blurred by the challenges of globalization and the informatization of 
all the processes of society which are objective ones. A situation is 
being created that can be regarded as a fundamentally new challenge 
for the Belarusian authorities, as a threat of a purely internal nature, 
escalated by external factors. Among the traditional subjects of political 
communication today it is necessary to add communicators that fall 
under the definition of «foreign actors of information processes» and 
separate them according to the principle of match or mismatch with the 
fundamental interests of a particular society that has become the object 
of informational influence.

In Belarus, this mismatch looks especially clear. According to the 
country’s leading sociologists, in recent years «socio- economic and 
socio- political inequality has increased, the split in society has become 
much deeper. Moreover, this process is not so much spontaneous 
as it is purposefully stimulated by the authorities» 1. According to 
multiyear observations of IISEPS, the fault line lies along the vector of 
geopolitical choice of such a European country as Belarus. This split 
becomes notably explicit during the periods of political aggravations 
caused by external causes. Moreover, the inclusion or non-inclusion 
of some parts of Belarusian population into the context of Russian 
propaganda influence becomes a significant factor 2. As already 
mentioned, Belarusian authorities are aware of such a danger, but 
are not able to find adequate answers and continue to operate in the 
usual paradigm of prohibitive and restrictive measures that no longer 
work in practice. On February 11, 2020, President A. Lukashenko held 
a meeting of the leaders of the largest state- owned media and warned 
them against the risk of serious information attacks from outside. As 
countermeasures he named the following ones: an increase in the share 
of national content on television and radio channels; strengthening 
the overall sharpness and efficiency in the development of relevant 

1 Манаев Олег. Смена президента не приведет к  переменам – за это надо бороться, 
2019, http://news.21.by/other-news/2019/05/02/1785897.html
2 Ibid
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content; strengthening the analytic content of state newspapers as well 
as increasing of the activity of state media on the Internet; creation of 
a state news agency of the «Euronews» type. Upon closer examination 
all these measures resemble the notorious «fakes», only born in the 
interior of government structures.

The call for «sharpness and analyticity enhancement» remains hollow 
words, as there is a long-standing practice of state- owned media to convey 
to the population numerous and often meaningless ideological spells of 
the head of state without the slightest attempt at analysis. The creation 
of a kind of news agency of the «Euronews» type is generally meaningless 
in the presence of the BelTA state agency.

Such attempts testify to the lack of a clear information policy among 
the Belarusian authorities that could really counteract the Russian 
information presence in Belarus. And the first to ascertain this fact 
were Russian information sources. Here’s how one of them assesses the 
attempts of the Belarusian authorities to create a barrier to the penetration 
of Russian influence in Belarus: «It’s one thing to brag about the huge 
circulation secured by compulsory subscription a large part of which 
goes straight to waste paper. A completely different thing is to actually 
lose influence on the mass consciousness to a small opposition website 
in Poland» (referring to the website «Charter97», which was banned by 
the Belarusian authorities in 2018 – E.M.) 1. Positioning themselves as 
supporters of democratic rights and freedoms, pro- Russian Internet 
resources protect the authors of the odious «Regnum» website, who 
were detained and then fined by the Belarusian authorities for slanderous 
statements and spread of hostile rhetoric against Belarusian national 
values. Such assessments and facts sadly testify to the same thing: 
Belarusian authorities have practically nothing to counter the Russian 
propagandist expansion except for purely formal, prohibitive measures 
that are unable to play any significant role.

With a high probability one can predict the reaction of pro- Russian 
forces (and even official Russian authorities) to the purely administrative 
measures of Belarusian authorities to protect the information space from 
outside influence. There have already been some precedents of this kind. 
Estonian law enforcement agencies have banned the citizens of their 
country from cooperating with the «Sputnik» propaganda agency, which 
is a structural unit of the «Russia Today» international news agency. This 
agency has been under EU sanctions since 2014. The threat of a criminal 
case against Sputnik employees immediately provoked a response from 
Moscow: Margarita Simonyan, editor-in-chief of «Russia Today» and 

1 Белоруссия в составе России? 2018, https://www.polpred.com/?ns=1&cnt=19&sector=3&f
ulltext=on&word=clr&period_count=1&sortby=agency&page=39
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  RT, requested the UN Secretary- General «to pay special attention to 

discriminatory measures against journalists» 1.
In fact, there is a situation where the population of Belarus becomes 

a mute and powerless object of ideological confrontation between 
two state propaganda machines of Russia and Belarus. With this direct 
confrontation, the militarization of information confrontation and the 
intensification of signs of a «hybrid war» are inevitable.

Conclusions
The media sphere of Belarus is a controversial phenomenon combining 

a sufficiently high level of technical development of communication 
systems with a low effectiveness of their use due to total state control over 
the content of messages. The media of Belarus cannot be called national 
either in the political or mental- cultural sense. The general weakening of 
the national component makes Belarusian media sphere highly vulnerable 
to external influences.

The absence of a full-fledged civil society (the slightest attempts 
to form which were thoroughly destroyed by the Lukashenko 
administration for a quarter of a century) create a very dangerous 
situation in Belarus: the inability of the authorities to resist external 
expansion in the terms of actual inability of massive civil resistance. 
We should also note the «productivity» of long-term impact of the 
Belarusian state-run media on a significant part of the Belarusian 
population. These media have intensively cultivated the psychological 
stereotypes of unity with the «brotherly» people. At the same time, 
the positions of the nationally oriented part of the Belarusian society 
(mainly clerisy) has sounded extremely weak due to its very low 
representation in the information space of Belarus. The civilization 
split along the East- West line, which is now the main indicator of public 
sentiment in Belarus, is turning into a factor of increased danger in 
conditions of an objectively general low level of public confidence in 
the country’s authorities.

As a result, an effective consolidation of the population in order to 
protect national sovereignty seems highly unlikely. At the same time, the 
activities of propaganda agents of the «Russian world» are well-structured, 
consolidated, and clearly focused on goals. Thus, there is a high probability 
of scot-free activation of pro- Russian elements in Belarus, various «parties» 
and NGOs. This activity can be supported by the efforts of the «fifth 
column» in the country’s power bloc – the army, special services, and 
the state apparatus. The first head of independent Belarus Stanislav 

1 Эстонія забараніла сваім жыхарам супрацоўнічаць са «Спутнікам», 2020, https://
nashaniva.by/?c=ar&i=243755
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Shushkevich noted the potential danger of such a development of events 
at the end of 2019 1.

Russian media, which now occupy at least 65% of the Belarusian media 
sphere and are rapidly increasing their capacities (mainly in the «new 
media»), have every opportunity to militarize them for their strategic 
purposes. Moreover, the effectiveness of the attempts made by the state 
bodies of the Republic of Belarus to prevent such a course of events will 
be minimized for the main four reasons: a) low efficiency of managerial 
decisions, a dramatic gap between the interests of the population and 
the Belarusian state; b) the growing power of Russia’s influence, the 
technical and economic capabilities of which are incomparable with 
the Belarusian; c) the small number and low degree of consolidation of 
democratic, nationally oriented forces; d) the conciliatory position of 
fairly representative groups of the population with undoubted influence 
and administrative resources (bureaucracy, law enforcement agencies, 
business). At a critical moment, these strata of the population will become 
the very «fifth column» that will act from the inside in the interests of 
another state.

Any prohibitive measures of the state bodies of Belarus to suppress the 
spread of Russian subversive information on the territory of the Republic 
of Belarus will be blocked by Russian media by a manipulative appeal to 
the principles of «democracy», «freedom of speech and expression.» Any 
attempts by the population to organize themselves in order to repulse 
information aggression from the outside will simply be suppressed by 
a complex of sophisticated manipulative technologies that are likely to 
lead to the desired result (for external forces) such as a change in the 
constitutional system of the Republic of Belarus and even its incorporation 
into the Russian Federation.

The events of August- October 2020 confirm many of the forecasts 
above. The only difference is that negative changes in the media sphere 
of Belarus are taking place much more intensively and in a more radical 
version. At first, the Belarusian authorities have blocked the most 
important Belarusian socio- political resources capable of supplying the 
country’s population with objective information about the actual events 2. 
Thus, the field for shameless manipulation of the public conscience 
of Belarusians by Russian sources has been «cleared». Secondly, by 
«agreement» with Moscow, a special «landing» of Kremlin propagandists 

1 Станіслаў Шушкевіч: «Расея можа арганізаваць рэферэндум, на якім 82% беларусаў 
будуць за далучэнне», 2019, https://www.svaboda.org/a/30321550.html
2 В  Беларуси заблокировали десятки сайтов СМИ и  общественных организаций. До-
ступно: https://yandex.by/turbo/s/reform.by/157946-v-belarusi- zablokirovali-desjatki- sajtov-
smi-i-obshhestvennyh- organizacij?utm_source=yxnews&utm_medium=desktop
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important thematic areas and forms of impact on the population of Belarus 
in accordance with the strategic and tactical tasks of the «integration» of 
the two states 1. Thirdly, the special resources created for action in the 
«hot» period have become much more active 2.

All this, taken together, leaves no doubt that the media component 
performs the most important function of Russia’s «hybrid» actions towards 
Belarus.

         Eduard Melnikau,   
European Humanities University (Vilnius, Lithuania).

1 Tut.by, 19  августа 2020. Доступно: https://ej.by/news/politics/2020/08/19/rossiyskie- 
televizionnye-naemniki- pribyli-v-belarus- chtoby.html
2 Владимир Кобец: «я уверен: белорусский народ сможет добиться победы. iSANS, 1 сен-
тября 2020. Доступно: https://isans.org/articles/vladimir- kobecz-ya-uveren- belorusskij-
narod- smozhet-dobitsya- pobedy.html?fbclid=IwAR0i2R8HTLIRx6Il5mzZVZxI4nT4uO61Eh1Zeo
IRHRwJ5gm0qX2U8m58Zk0
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Russian narrative in Belarusian 
education

What wasn’t finished by the Russian bayonet, will be finished by 
Russian education. Despite the fact that Belarus is an independent state 
with its own system of both secondary and higher education, the pro- 
Russian educational narrative is unusually strong. The main reason for the 
presence of Russian influence in Belarusian education is the dominance 
of Russia and the Russian language. Belarus as a member of the so-
called «Union State of Russian and Belarus» participates in a number of 
intergovernmental agreements. Belarusians go to study to Russia according 
to quotas and for specialties simply unavailable in Belarus – for example, 
those related to space, nuclear energy and certain military branches.

Belarus turned out to be the most vulnerable and the most Russified of 
the post- Soviet countries, having a large number of adherents of the Russian 
imperial ideology in the political elites, society and the education system. 
The system of Russian influence was initially built and self-reproduced on 
these Belarusian actors. Then, in recent decades, it was institutionalized 
and organizationally formalized, supported administratively and financed 
from Moscow. The conduits of this influence on Belarus include the system 
of cultural, public relations, and the education system, including all kinds 
of cultural and educational groups in Belarusian universities.

It can be stated that the Russian Federation is building a system that 
makes it possible to educate the national elite, if not fully included in the 
Russian ideological field, then at least loyal to Russian narratives. I will try 
to briefly define the structure of the system at each of the levels.

Basic. At this level, the work is carried out at the level of high school 
students and students of Belarusian universities. Here the task is not to 
explicitly promote Russian narratives, but rather to create the necessary 
(profitable) information and ideological background. The mechanisms of 
this level include:
• joint activities involving high school students. These are school 

conferences, joint Olympiads on humanitarian issues, summer camps;
• influence on the formation of programs of Belarusian universities in the 

humanities. First of all, through cooperation at the level of education 
systems, the Russian base is proposed as the basis for studying certain 
subjects;
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In-depth. At this stage, the most capable students are selected and 
involved in projects that involve a deeper level of cooperation.

Among the mechanisms, one can define:
• invitation of the most gifted students to study at Russian universities 

for the money of the Russian Federation government or from the 
budget of the so-called «Union State»;

• student international competitions held by Russian universities and 
non-governmental organizations; 

• youth camps;
• Russian (Russian) centres operating in a number of Belarusian regional 

universities.
Engagement level. At this level, the creation of pro- Russian NGOs 

and «discussion platforms» of various orientations – from cultural or 
ecological to historical ones – is stimulated. These structures can receive 
funding from the whole system of Russian «charity» foundations. Mainly 
it’s about start-up projects that do not involve large budgets.

Formation level. At this stage, the selected leaders (who have passed 
the engagement level) are included in the Russian support system in 
the post- Soviet space. The mechanisms include the activities of pro- 
Russian NGOs, expert and analytical forums, joint research in the field 
of humanitarian disciplines (the results of these research is used for 
methodological recommendations at the lower stages).

The budget of the «Union State» for 2020 provides for separate items 
of expenditure for the dissemination of Russian ideological narratives to 
the system of Belarusian education. The Belarusian education (primarily 
humanitarian) is being drawn into the Russian ideological and informational 
field. The total amount of expenditures is 77.445 million Russian rubles, 
including 25.48 million for the civil- patriotic cadet exchange of students 
of the «union state» called «for the honour of the fatherland» and 27.415 
million for the military- patriotic exchange of students of the Suvorov 
military and cadet schools in Belarus and Russia. In 2020, special attention 
is paid to the influence through education on the future Belarusian military. 
One has to note that a part of education expenses is controlled by the 
Russian Ministry of Defence and the Ministry of Internal Affairs 1.

At different levels, different channels are used to integrate Belarusian 
education into the Russian narrative.

At the basic level, programs in the humanities, including political 
science, have a significant impact on the creation of an informational and 
ideological background in education. The lists of materials, both compulsory 
and optional, in all programs of the humanities include mass of Russian 

1 О бюджете Союзного государства на 2020 год, http://docs.cntd.ru/document/564365714
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present in the Russian information field, which is completely different from 
the European one. A critical lack of textbooks, teaching aids, educational 
literature pushes Belarusian education under Russian influence.

All students of Belarusian universities study she course «Political 
Science» in the form of an integrated module. In the electronic educational- 
methodical complex on political science for all specialties of Belarusian 
National Technical University (BNTU), the Russian theme is manifested 
directly in the program. For example, the practical section in the topic «The 
main stages of the formation and development of political science» there 
is the subtopic «The development of political ideas in Russia». Apart from 
Russia, only Belarus is described separately, i. e. the presence of the Russian 
theme is equal to the Belarusian one. Among four topics, proposed for the 
essays in the «political power» topic, one is devoted to political power in 
Belarus and Russia. We see this equality once again. In the topic «Political 
system of society. Political regimes» the situation is identical: out of eight 
topics, two put Belarus and Russia on the same level for Belarusian students. 
Students get used to perceive Belarus and Russia in tandem, together. The 
ideas of a union state, unification do not cause rejection, they are perceived 
as natural, normal. In the topic «The state is the main institution of the 
political system» the students are proposed to write an essay «Civil society 
in Belarus, Russia and the West». A peculiar opposition of the Belarus/
Russia pair to the West is emphasized. A similar situation can be observed 
in the study of «Political elites and leadership»: here an essay on the topic 
«Contemporary Belarusian and Russian elites» is offered. The list of basic 
literature includes 9 Russian sources out of 26 suggested ones 1.

The situation is identical with teaching materials for the course 
of political science at Belarusian State University of Informatics and 
Radioelectronics (BSUIR). The topic «History of political doctrines» includes 
a subtopic «Features of the development of political thought in Russia 
and Belarus». The seminars on this topic devote two questions to Russia 
and only one to Belarus.

The situation is even more critical in special political science courses. 
In a typical curriculum for higher educational institutions in the discipline 
«Theory of Politics» the list of basic literature includes 5 Russian sources 
out of ten in whole 2.

1 Политология. Электоронный учебно- методический комплекс. БНТУ, 2013,  
http://www.bntu.by/images/stories/ftug/Politology/Docs/politology.pdf
2 Теория политики. Типовая учебная программа для ВУЗов. Министерство образования 
Беларуси, 2018, https://elib.bsu.by/bitstream/123456789/230699/1/%D0%A2%D0%B5%D0%
BE%D1%80%D0%B8%D1%8F_%D0%BF%D0%BE%D0%BB%D0%B8%D1%82%D0%B8%D0%BA%D0
%B8_E831_tip.pdf
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basic literature includes 25 Russian sources out of 29 in whole 1.
The model program «Sociology of Politics» recommends a list of basic 

literature where from 24 sources 19 are Russian 2.
The main, but far from being the only, conductor of the Russian 

educational narrative in Belarus is the representative off ice of 
Rossotrudnichestvo in the Republic of Belarus. Rossotrudnichestvo actively 
and systematically cooperates with state institutions, universities of the 
Republic of Belarus. It pays great attention to interaction with Belarusian 
university and high school students. Every year Rossotrudnichestvo 
implements numerous projects and programs to promote the development 
of international scientific cooperation, form a system of effective measures 
to promote Russian higher education in the Republic of Belarus, as well 
as provide information and coordination support for the activities of 
universities and the development of international relations.

The representative office of Rossotrudnichestvo in Belarus – The 
Russian Centre for Science and Culture in Minsk holds events on its site 
in the field of education, establishing contacts between Russian scientists 
and their foreign colleagues, youth cooperation, as well as events for the 
selection of graduates of Belarusian schools to study at Russian universities 
within the framework of quotas allocated by the government of the Russian 
Federation.

Rossotrudnichestvo interacts with Belarusian state structures in the 
education system. On the website of the Republican Institute of Higher 
Education, among other information related to higher education in Belarus, 
there is news about the possibility of admission to Russian universities for 
Belarusian students. Applicants are informed that the Russian Federation 
annually sets quotas for education at the expense of budgetary allocations 
from the federal budget and graduates of Belarusian schools are enrolled 
without passing the Belarusian centralized testing and the Russian unified 
state exam. Only a high average score in the certificate is required for 
the admission. The program is also supervised by Rossotrudnichestvo 3.

At the same time, there are branches of Russian universities operating 
in Belarus, which teach according to their programs and are not under 
the control of the Belarusian Ministry of Education in this matter. Among 
them there are quite well-known and popular ones: the Russian State 
Social University and Plekhanov Russian Economic University.

1 Теория государственного управления. Типовая учебная программа для ВУЗов. Министер-
ство образования Беларуси, 2011, https://elib.bsu.by/bitstream/123456789/4005/1/E391.pdf
2 Социология политики. Типовая учебная программа для ВУЗов. Министерство обра-
зования Беларуси, 2012, https://elib.bsu.by/bitstream/123456789/14946/1/E425-2012.pdf
3 Российский центр науки и культуры в Минске, http://blr.rs.gov.ru/ru/activities/96
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operate at all levels. Russian universities were actively advertised at 
the exhibition of books by Russian publishing houses organized by 
Rossotrudnichestvo and the Autonomous Non- Commercial Organization 
of Higher Education «Institute of Continuing Education». The presentation 
was attended by teachers and schoolchildren, teachers and students. 
They not only visited the exposition of Russian universities, but also took 
part in a business program, during which seminars and popular science 
lectures by representatives of Russian universities and scientists, as well 
as laboratory work in virtual reality format were held.

At the same time, the House of Moscow in Minsk hosted an exhibition 
of Russian textbooks and teaching aids, popular science books and 
magazines on the Russian language, literature, culture, history of Russia, 
as well as fiction by Russian authors 1.

On October 5, 2020, the Russian Centre for Science and Culture (RCSC) 
in Minsk hosted a round table «Prospects for humanitarian cooperation 
between the Rossotrudnichestvo representative office in the Republic 
of Belarus and educational institutions of the Republic of Belarus». The 
heads and professors of the Minsk educational institutions were invited 
to participate. Together with representatives of the RCSC, they summed 
up the results of professional cooperation, planned work for the near 
future and long-term perspective. «In particular, they discussed how and 
by what means to develop the potential for expanding educational and 
cultural ties between Russia and Belarus.

Opening the round table, the head of the Rossotrudnichestvo Representative 
Office in the Republic of Belarus Eduard Krustkaln … expressed his gratitude 
for … participation in joint projects, for the work to develop and strengthen 
humanitarian cooperation between Russia and Belarus. He also outlined 
projects and activities that are planned for next year.

The participants of the round table shared their initiatives, spoke about 
humanitarian projects uniting Belarus and Russia, contributing to the 
preservation of a common cultural and humanitarian space, the development 
and strengthening of mutual understanding, the cause of rapprochement 
between the two peoples» 2.

On September 30, 2020, at the Russian Centre for Science and Culture 
in Minsk, the head of the Rossotrudnichestvo representative office in 
the Republic of Belarus Eduard Krustkaln met with the delegation of the 

1 Московский государственный психолого- педагогический университет приглашает 
на обучение граждан Республики Беларусь, 2020,  
http://blr.rs.gov.ru/ru/news/63440?project_id=265
2 В Минске состоялся круглый стол с участием педагогов, 2020,  
http://blr.rs.gov.ru/ru/news/76264
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Doctor of Technical Sciences, Professor Ihar Voitau. It was a return visit – 
two weeks earlier Eduard Krustkaln visited BSTU, where a working meeting 
with the management of the university took place.

The RCSC continued the conversation about the possibility of joint 
conferences and seminars, the establishment of scientific cooperation 
between educational and industrial subjects of Russia and Belarus. In 
particular, it is planned to continue the «Minsk Scientific Readings» 1.

On September 28, 2020, within the framework of the official program 
of the VII Forum of the Regions of Belarus and Russia, an expert session 
«Education as the basis of historical memory and further integration 
development of the Union of Belarus and Russia» was held in the 
videoconference format.

«The representative office of Rossotrudnichestvo in the Republic of Belarus 
under the leadership of the Russian Embassy in Belarus takes part in the 
process of preserving the common historical memory is actively interacting 
with Belarusian partners. Dozens of actions and events are held in this area: 
conferences, exhibitions, seminars, memorable meetings. Special attention is 
paid to attracting young people to such projects. Mr. Krustkaln, the head of the 
Rossotrudnichestvo representative office in the Republic of Belarus, Counsellor 
of the Embassy of the Russian Federation in the Republic of Belarus, noted»… 
over time, historical memory is dulled. And only the correct education system 
can ensure the transfer of the historical memory of generations. … Despite the 
common history, at the level of education systems in Russia and Belarus, there 
are differences in the understanding of some important historical events. It 
is necessary to bring closer approaches to assessing common history and the 
most important historical events of both the distant past and recent history“. 
Eduard Krustkaln considers it necessary «… to bring closer together and to 
unify the corresponding textbooks and teaching aids, curricula and subject 
programs and courses. … the prospects of the Union State of Russia and Belarus 
are a natural continuation of the East Slavic (Russian) civilizational, ethnic, 
linguistic and cultural unity, and not just a profitable economic project» 2.

At the advanced level, Russian (Russian) centres are being created. 
They are working in a number of Belarusian regional universities.

On June 6, 2012, an Educational and Methodological Centre for the 
Russian Language, Literature and Culture was opened at Yanka Kupala 
Hronda State University with the support of the Representative Office 
of the Federal Agency for the Commonwealth of Independent States, 

1 В РЦНК в Минске прошла встреча с делегацией БГТУ, 2020,  
http://blr.rs.gov.ru/ru/news/75995
2 Образование как основа исторической памяти и дальнейшего интеграционного раз-
вития Союза Беларуси и России, 2020, http://blr.rs.gov.ru/ru/news/75877
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(Rossotrudnichestvo) in the Republic of Belarus and the RSCS in Minsk. 
«The program of cooperation between the Yanka Kupala Hronda State 
University and the Russian Centre for Science and Culture meets the goal 
of expanding and deepening Russian- Belarusian cultural, educational, 
scientific, technical and innovative ties. In the future, a promising area 
of   cooperation may be the exchange of best practices in the creation of 
electronic textbooks and manuals …» 1.

From 4 to 5 May the second forum «Unification of educational 
institutions of the Russian Federation and the Republic of Belarus» was 
held in Viciebsk.

The purpose of the forum is the development of social partnership 
between educational institutions of the Russian Federation and the 
Republic of Belarus, a joint search for optimal ways, forms and methods 
of socialization of students; exchange of experience and prospects for 
the development of further cooperation.

«The forum participants noted that the Russian- Belarusian cooperation 
in the field of education and science is actively developing, representing an 
important factor in the unity of peoples. The educational systems of Belarus 
and Russia are based on common goals and principles: the formation of a free, 
intellectual and creatively developed personality, the development of national 
culture, the desire to build relations between people, nations and states on the 
basis of respect, peace and justice. This is due to the fact that the two states 
have common historical roots, common goals and principles of cooperation, 
as well as a long experience of joint development».

Addressing the forum participants, Natalya Ipatieva, a specialist 
on educational programs of the Rossotrudnichestvo representative 
office in Belarus, read out the welcome address of the head of the 
Rossotrudnichestvo representative office Sergey Krupo stating: «Education 
is one of the main state priorities that determine the socio- economic potential 
society, its ability to develop. Therefore, the implementation of activities aimed 
at the implementation of joint Russian- Belarusian projects is an important 
event for our countries. We are confident that the forum will become a platform 
expanding the territorial boundaries of cooperation, giving impetus to the 
development of a wide range of areas of interaction. The forum participants 
will exchange experience, find new friends and continue their work for the 
benefit of our countries» 2.

1 Учебно- меодический центр русского языка, литературы и культуры. ГрГУ,  
https://www.grsu.by/component/k2/item/950-uchebno- metodicheskij-
tsentr- russkogo-yazyka- literatury-i-kultury.html
2 В Витебске завершил работу российско- белорусский образовательный форум, 2020, 
http://rs.gov.ru/ru/news/29132
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President of the Russian Federation Putin of June 21, 2007. «The Russian 
world is not only Russians, not only our compatriots in the countries of near 
and far abroad, emigrants, immigrants from Russia and their descendants. 
They are also foreign citizens who speak Russian, study or teach it, all those 
who are sincerely interested in Russia, who are worried about its future».

The main tasks of the fund include, among others:
 • support of public and non-profit organizations, professional 
associations, scientific and educational institutions, working on the 
research and development of teaching methods and programs for 
the study of the Russian language and literature, the study of history 
and modern Russia;

 • support for the export of Russian educational services;
 • promoting expert, scientific and educational exchanges consistent 
with the goals of the Foundation.
The Foundation initiated the creation of the Russian centre in the 

Pushkin Brest State University and classrooms of the «Russian world» 
in the Viciebsk Orthodox Theological Seminary and Miory Secondary 
School No. 3 1.

Gorchakov Foundation for the Support of Public Diplomacy is also 
taking an active part in the formation of the Russian narrative in Belarusian 
education. Gorchakov Fundation was created by the order of the President 
of Russia Medvedev on February 2, 2010. It was founded by the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation. Among other, Gorchakov 
Foundation carries out its activities in the following areas:

 • assistance in promoting social, cultural, educational, scientific and 
managerial programs in the field of international relations;

 • organization and holding of conferences and seminars, exhibitions, 
symposia, business meetings, lectures;

 • development and distribution of methodological and informational 
materials on their topics;

 • participation in the educational process;
 • the establishment of mass media and the implementation of publishing 
activities, the organization of the release and sale of information 
products, periodicals and scientific- methodical publications 2.
Foundation for Cooperation with the Russian- Speaking Foreign Press – 

the VARP Foundation, was created according to the decision of the Russian 
Government Commission on the Affairs of Compatriots Abroad dated June 
30, 2014 and registered by the Ministry of Justice of Russia as a non-profit 

1 Фонд «Русский мир», https://russkiymir.ru/fund/
2 Фонд поддержки публичной дипломатии им. А. М. Горчакова,  
https://gorchakovfund.ru/about/
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include:

 • expansion of scientific, educational, cultural, information exchanges 
between compatriots and all native speakers of the Russian language;

 • identification of gifted youth among the Russian diaspora abroad 
and support for their education in the field of journalism and related 
activities, creating conditions for their professional development, 
growth and improvement 1.
Likhachev International Charitable Foundation was established in 2001. 

The mission of the Foundation was formulated by Likhachev himself – the 
development of Russian culture, education, humanities, the dissemination 
of democratic and humanistic values   in society. The Foundation operates 
within the framework of regional, Russian and international programs, 
holds grant competitions, supports seminars and conferences, as well 
as publishes books 2.

Russia has created an entire infrastructure of state and near-state 
institutions that contribute to the creation of the Russian educational, 
information and ideological space. Rossotrudnichestvo representative 
office in Belarus/RCSC in Minsk, Gorchakov Foundation, Foundation 
for Support and Protection of the Rights of Compatriots Living Abroad, 
Foundation for Cooperation with the Russian- speaking Foreign Press – 
VARP Foundation, Russian Cultural Foundation, Russkiy Mir Foundation, 
Likhachev International Charitable Foundation, The World Coordinating 
Council of Russian Compatriots Living Abroad. This is not a complete list of 
institutions involved, among other things, in the formation of the Russian 
educational narrative in Belarusian education.

The presence of Belarusian, primarily humanitarian education in 
the pro- Russian educational narrative forms a system of influence for 
informational, ideological, cultural impact on Belarus. It pushes for 
integration, loss of sovereignty of Belarus and «brotherhood with Russia».

Olga Harlamava, 
political scientist, Belarus

1 Фонд сотрудничества с русскоязычной зарубежной прессой – Фонд ВАРП,  
http://warp.pro/p2.html
2 Международный благотворительный фонд имени Д. С. Лихачева,  
http://www.lfond.spb.ru/about/
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Russian influence as a factor in 
restraining the transformation of 
Belarus

In this article I would like to acquaint our dear readers with the 
current trends in the development of our country: the objective process 
of democratization and emancipation in all spheres and the difficulties it 
faces; negative consequences of Russian propaganda for the sovereignty of 
Belarus; elements of archaization of the societies of both countries, which 
aggravate the already obvious gender inequality and largely limits the 
subjectivity of women. This, in turn, greatly inhibits the development of civil 
society with its political participation: without it the progress is impossible.

Under authoritarianism, the minority is always held hostage by the 
bond between the authorities and the majority. There is some semblance 
of elections, since the government wants to please the majority. It looks 
like such a universal joker, which the authorities use in any discussions: 
are you against the majority? Thus, democracy is reduced to the voting 
procedure, which is substitution and deception.

However, the more organized the society, the higher the possibilities 
for democratization of the country. Any form of social organization, 
even built by the regime for decorative and other propaganda purposes, 
ultimately serves the public good. Joint activity of citizens is the main 
condition for social progress.

According to Dmitry Furman, closed imitation- democratic political 
regimes usually include deep contradictions, which become aggravated 
over time and lead to crises and destruction of the system. First of all, it is 
the contradiction between authoritarian «content» and democratic «form». 
The system is solid as long as this contradiction does not become obvious. 
But the entire natural evolution of the system, as well as the evolution of 
society, takes place within the framework of this system, leading to the 
fact that it becomes more and more obvious 1.

1 Фурман Д. Е. Политическая система России в  ряду других постсоветских систем.  
Ин-т Европы РАН, 2
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determined by the factor of Russian propaganda. According to the research 
on freedom on the internet Freedom of the Net 2017 on the Belarusian 
Internet, Russian propaganda imposes the opinion that Belarusians are 
not a separate nation, but are part of the «Russian World». This idea 
has a certain impact in Belarus. The researchers noted that Russian 
propaganda continues to play a decisive role in our country, since 
Belarusians trust Russian media more than Belarusian ones, be it state or 
independent media. According to a 2015 poll, about a third of Belarusians 
believe in the Kremlin’s promises. Although after the start of the conflict 
with Ukraine, Belarus began to fear the aggressiveness of Russia and 
«this prompted Lukashenka to encourage more national sentiments in 
the country, remain neutral in relation to the situation in Ukraine and 
improve relations with the West». In response, the study said, Russian 
media increased pro- Russian propaganda and launched a furious trolling 
campaign. «Russian websites accuse Lukashenka of disloyalty to Russia, 
having too much independence and being «pro- Western». Russian trolls 
have also become more active on Belarusian websites and social networks, 
presumably outnumbering Belarusian trolls» 1.

Something like this took place in the Belarusian information field until 
the start of the Covid-19 pandemic, when Telegram channels started to 
have big influence.

The reasons of Belarusian information field being significantly influenced 
by the Russian one include the ineffectiveness of the state media, strict 
rules of work for independent media, the absence of a language barrier and 
Belarusian- Russian relations in various fields. The number of visits from 
Belarus to the Russian portal Lenta.ru is comparable, for example, with 
the audience of a large Belarusian online resource. Belarusians actively 
watch Russian TV channels in cut-down form in cable packages, and in the 
original – via satellite. This part of the Russian propaganda infrastructure 
is well known to everyone. If necessary, the entire chain of the Russian 
media is included in the «work on the issue», like it happened with the 
topic of Covid-19 in Belarus. Sputnik, which is part of the Russia Today 
holding, has its department in Belarus 2. While the vast majority of Sputnik 
Belarus news materials are presented in a restrained manner, observing 
journalistic standards, radio programs, as well as authors’ columns (RIA 
Novosti) often contain propaganda. (At the moment, when the conflict of 
Nagorno- Karabakh is taking place, Sputnik’s team broadcasts anti- Armenian 
rhetoric to the audience of Azerbaijan and vice versa).

1 Freedom of the Net 2017, http://news.tut.by/economics/568694.html
2 Российская пропаганда в Беларуси: средства доставки, 2020, 
https://reform.by/139559-rossijskaja- propaganda-v-belarusi- sredstva-dostavki
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US According to the research of the content by the iSANS expert 
Andrei Eliseeu, the narratives used are aimed at discrediting Ukraine, 
the countries of the European Union, the United States and the West 
in general, as well as at promoting the concept of the «Russian world». 
In particular, an alliance with Russia is consistently presented as the 
only possible option for the successful development of Belarus. In most 
cases, this is a copy-paste of news from other sites and cross- posting of 
articles by little- known authors, when one text is published on different 
resources (Telescope, Nash Gomel, Politring). There is quite natural 
question here: why, with such low inefficiency, these websites continue 
to receive support for their functioning? There are several reasons for 
this: these websites are, to a certain extent, a gathering point for a nuclear 
pro- Russian audience, a place of aggregation of pro- Russian content, and, 
most importantly, they are a source of toxic theses for media already 
working for a wide audience, as well as suppliers of «local Belarusian 
experts». In the end, such resources and channels play an important role – 
by demonstratively supporting one or another candidate, they produce 
rumours that individual candidates are allegedly Moscow’s protégés, which 
logically fits into the conspiracy theories so attractive to the audience. 
They can also provoke different rumours, having a certain impact on the 
political process.

At the same time, based on the 2015 IISEPS research, it can be 
concluded that the narratives of the «Russian world» are not omnipotent. 
Of course, there is deep sympathy for Russia, but there is also no anti- 
Western xenophobia, the perception of the West as an alien, civilizationally 
different world. According to Yuty Drakakhrust, there is rhetorical approval 
of the annexation of Crime by Russia and other Russian adventures in 
Ukraine, but there is absolutely no desire to share the Russian burden of 
such decisions. We are not talking about the refined intellectuals of the 
capital, but about the masses, the ordinary people 1.

Gradually, Belarusian television channels are becoming the main 
instrument of pro- Russian propaganda, as evidenced by the monitoring 
held by the Belarusian Association of Journalists in 2019. Thus, according 
to media expert Maksim Zhbankou, who took part in the monitoring, 
the imposition of Russian- centricity in the media occurs not only during 
coverage of political events, but also in general through Russian-made 
content. «The inculcation of «Russian world» takes place on three levels. 
These are not only political statements and chronicles, but also a Russian- 
centric presentation of world information, Russian experts. There is also 
entertainment content produced in Russia. One gets the impression that 

1 Дракохруст Юрий. Парадоксы «русского мира» в Беларуси,2015,  
http://www.iiseps.org/?p=846
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minds of viewers by using the same templates and manuals» 1.
To understand the essence of the «Russian world» and its danger, it 

is necessary to turn to the great scientist and sociologist, undeservedly 
forgotten Alexander Akhiezer, whose original concept is that Russia 
continues to be in a pre-state state, and its basis is archaization. The 
country is ruled by waves of myths, set in motion not by the top leadership, 
but by the public, whose pressure on the government leads the country 
from one disaster to another. Archaization is the result of the subject’s 
adherence to cultural programs that have historically developed in layers 
of culture that were formed in simpler conditions and do not correspond 
to the increasing complexity of the world, the nature and scale of dangers 
today. Archaization acts as a form of regression, in which the programs of 
activity are specific for a pre-state society, associated with pre-axial culture, 
with the dominance of purely local worlds, where relations are based 
on the emotions of people whose horizons were limited to personally 
familiar members of the local community who did not know development 
as a cultural value. The danger is that Russian society today has become 
infected with archaism; it is moving towards refeudalization 2.

This cannot but alarm the Belarusians. Until now, both in Russia and 
in Belarus, the peasant (agrarian) mentality dominates, even taking into 
account the success of the urbanization processes. This feature greatly 
helped the first Belarusian president to retain power and be popular with 
this particular part of the population due to the mental closeness to them 
and being a native of a simple environment. Belarusian society with such 
conservatism as a type of temperament (not to be confused with classical 
political conservatism), expressed in fear of change, paternalism, priority 
of rural labour (although the majority of the urban population is already 
employed in the service sector and this share is constantly increasing) 
has been a «airbag» for the regime for a long time.

Studies of the mentality of townspeople show that the urban (according 
to statistics) Russian society has a largely agrarian (peasant) mentality. The 
priority of food self-sufficiency, negative perceptions of social inequality 
and the sale/purchase of land, suspicious attitude towards foreigners – all 
this requires consideration as a mental limitation of Westernization. There 
is a historical weakness of urban culture, urban lifestyle, urban values, 
centres of intellectualization, i. e. exactly what could in the future become 

1 Продвижение «русского мира» идет через белорусские ТВ-каналы. БАЖ, 2019, http://
baj.by/be/analytics/prodvizhenie- russkogo-mira-idet-cherez- belorusskie-tv-kanaly-bazh-
presentoval- monitoring
2 Александр Ахиезер А. Почему в России всегда побеждает архаизация?  
http://evgeniy625.livejournal.com
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US a proportionate force opposing archaization. The concept of «We – They» 
was transferred from the relationship to the neighbouring village to the 
relationship to other peoples and states, to all of humanity. The situation 
is interpreted through the Manichean scheme of the universal struggle 
between good and evil.

This culture, being extrapolated to a large society, entered into an 
increasing destructive conflict with the complication of the problems to be 
formulated and resolved. Its periodic activation can reach extreme forms of 
destruction. At the same time in the eyes of its carriers this culture can act 
as a natural, morally justified and inevitable. Which masks its inadequacy 
to the large public (today almost the same can be seen in the re-established 
so-called «Russian world»). The danger is also expressed in the fact that 
the waves of activation of the myth can, like a wildfire, cover significant 
masses of people, prompting the whole society to strive for insane, but 
sacred traditions and decisions. Analysis of these mythological waves in 
Russia reveals their amazing stability, weak dependence on changes in 
conditions and means prevailing in society. In a society carrying a strong 
potential of the archaic and at the same time trying to be modern, the 
formation of power is extremely difficult. As a result, the very formation 
of the state turns into a chaotic, terrorist process with all the ensuing 
consequences for the neighbouring countries as well.

The fact is that Perestroika has not changed the principles of 
organization of society, was not conducive to the formation of channels 
for the participation of the masses in political life, did not provide a real 
pluralism of opinions. Moreover, from the former Soviet Union only Ukraine 
can boast of the freedom of speech with the substantial media diversity. 
Throughout the post- Soviet period in Russia and Belarus, the elites pursued 
a policy of expanding state control over all spheres of society. Let’s pay 
attention to these people, who are they? Initially, these were people from 
the Communist Party. Then former Komsomol members appeared in 
high-ranking positions, successfully adapting to any alignment of forces. 
Now in Russia and Belarus top officials are people under the age of 60. 
Despite the fact that Aliaksandr Lukashenka was forced to strengthen his 
personal power to create more young elite for itself, in general, these new 
elite are also people with Soviet mentality, which is a special phenomenon.

«Homosoveticus» is characterized by mass consciousness, etatism in 
the highest form, de facto indifferent attitude towards politics, a low level 
of orientation towards participation in the political process, paternalism, 
civil- political infantilism, which still fetters many citizens and does not allow 
to develop. In addition, a stable orientation towards the leader up to the 
sacralisation of his personality, significantly complicates the normal transit 
of power. One of the central elements of Soviet interpersonal relations 
was collectivism, the understanding of which is based on a persistent 
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society as a whole.
It should also be noted that Russian Orthodox Church (and Belarusian 

Orthodox Church as its part) rather actively contributes to the advancement 
of Russian influence. Even taking into account the accelerating processes 
of secularization, the role of religion and its influence on the formation of 
mentality and consciousness is very high. Moreover, the overwhelming 
majority of citizens of both countries consider themselves believers. 
However, in fact, only about 5-10% can be considered believers (fasting, 
knowing the basics of the Holy Scriptures, etc.). The majority are quasi- 
believers who paint eggs for Easter and limit themselves to this. At the 
same time, there is a difference in the worldview and attitude to politics, 
including between these categories of people. In the first case, practicing 
believers try to follow the principles and canons of religion, in the second, 
quasi- believers are distinguished by great prejudices, atomization, and 
civic infantilism.

Thus, a whole information and propaganda direction has developed, 
which can be safely called disinformation. The audience of Russian media 
content is presented a picture of the world that is exactly the opposite of 
the true one. There a failed foreign policy, doping in sports as a state policy, 
legal default, etc. are presented as great geopolitical power. It is difficult 
to say when the severe debunking of all this myth-making will take place. 
An important tool here is the constant diversion of public attention from 
serious domestic political problems. This is especially possible with the 
help of church- religious themes (from the transfer of St. Isaac’s Cathedral 
to the Russian Orthodox Church, all kinds of installation or demolition 
of monuments and memorials, moral and sexual education in schools 
with lectures on the importance of girls’ innocence). As a result, all this 
obscurantism is being broadcast to Belarus with the help of Russian media 
resources, where they deliberately call our country Belorussia.

The presence and promotion of traditionalist (not to be confused with 
conservative) values   resonates in Belarusian society, which contributes to 
the preservation of outdated forms of political processes. In both Belarus 
and Russia, the authorities, the judiciary and law enforcement agencies 
in the regions have merged. As a result, the political process acquires an 
imitative character at all its stages. The main beneficiary of this is the 
«elite in power», which becomes the subject of the return of societies to 
the past with all its patriarchal and traditionalist values   and backward 
worldview, including the limitation of female subjectivity. Sometimes this 
can be heard in the speeches of high-ranking officials, including women. 
For example, Lukashenka said «I would not concede the presidential chair 
to a representative of the weaker sex»; «A woman’s vocation is to make 
the world more beautiful, but a woman- president somehow does not 
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US look very good»; «Our constitution does not fit for a woman», etc. The 
formula «a woman is an adornment» has been heard more than once 
from Vladimir Putin. He also said that a real man should always try, and 
a real woman should resist.

The language of the politics of the future is already devoid of such 
cliches, where a woman is a commodity, an adornment, a friend of 
human, and so on. This kind of sexism turned out to be a mistake for the 
authorities in Belarus in the 2020 elections, when a woman housewife was 
condescendingly registered as a presidential candidate, which indicates 
a lack of understanding of the change in attitudes towards women. The 
marginality of women in the legislative branch leads to an imbalance in 
this regime, which we are now seeing. In addition, the masculine nature of 
power, respect for male power, the right of power, established in gender 
relations, turns into the foundation of all authoritarian and totalitarian 
political regimes known to mankind – the power of leaders, Fuhrer, 
caudillos, «fathers of peoples», emperors, dictators. As long as gender 
inequality persists, there is the potential for an extension of the power 
of the authoritarian and totalitarian types. The apparatus of violence has 
such power. But it includes the influence on the consciousness of people 
and more sophisticated methods of influence. These are well-known 
methods of indoctrination with the help of language, cultural models, 
the formation of strict norms of proper social behaviour, methods of 
education and socialization. Such methods protect the power (the men) 
from the uprising of subordinates (the women). That is why the main goal 
of Russian influence and propaganda is to consolidate the status quo.

But now in the face of the Belarusian women’s protest with its agenda 
we see a gradual release, a transition to a modern image of the system 
of domination- subordination as an agreed distribution of roles and 
responsibilities between different but equal subjects. The change in the 
nature of power, its redistribution between the state and civil society, 
between man and woman, is the essence of the democratic reorganization 
of social systems. Here we must honestly admit to ourselves that such 
tectonic shifts are not easy.

Katsiaryna Timashova, 
political scientist, Belarus


